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---Texas Instruments T/-994A - COMPUTERS. COMPONENTS AN:J SOFTWARE 

TEX ♦COMP'�roudly Introduces
America's Number One Tl computer retailer 

dventute 
For the Texas Instru01ents 

ATTENTION Tl OWNERS, 

By special arrangement with Texas Instruments 

and Adventure International, TEX-COMP is now 

able to offer the entire 12 volume series of Scott 

Adam's Adventure for the TI-9914A Home 

Computer. At a special package price of only 

$49. 95, you are saving hundreds of dollars off 

of the original suggested retail price for these 

adventures when purchased separately. 

Scott  Adams Adventure Series has 

The 

been 

produced for every major brand of home and 

personal computer and is recognized as the lead

ing name in adventure gaming. 

If you are tired of shooting down aliens or 

running around mazes, then the intellectual chal

lenge that comes with adventure gaming may be 

waiting for you. No special equipment other than 

the TI-9914A (or 9914) console and a tape re

corder or disk drive storage capability. You just 

insert the TI Adventure Module• into the 

THE ADVENTURES. • • 

#1 ADVENTURELAND -Wander through an enchanted realm and try to 
uncover the 13 lost treasures. There are wild animals and magical beings 
to reckon with as well as many other perils and mysteries. This is the 
Adams Classic that started it all! Difficulty Level: Moderate 

#2 PIRATE ADVENTURE -Only by exploring this strange island will you 
be able to uncover the clues necessary to lead you to your elusive goal -
recovering the lost treasures of Long John Silver. Difficulty Level: Beginner 

#3 ADVENTURE #3 - In this exciting Adventure, time is of the essence 
as you race the clock to complete your mission in time - or else the 
world's first automated nuclear reactor is doomed! If you survive this chal
lenging mission, consider yourself a true Adventurer! Difficulty Level: 
Advanced 

#4 VOODOO CASTLE -The Count has fallen victim to a fiendish curse 
placed on him by his enemies. There he lies, with you his only possible 
hope. Will you pull off a rescue, or is he really down for the Count?! 
Difficulty Level: Moderate 

#5 THE COUNT -It begins when you awake in a large brass bed in a 
castle somewhere in Transylvania. Who are you, what are you doing here 
and WHY did the postman deliver a bottle of blood? Difficulty Level: 
Moderate 

ff STRANGE ODYSSEY - At the galaxy's rim, there are rewards 
aplenty to be harvested from a long-dead alien civilization, including fabu
lous treasures and advanced technologies far beyond human ken' Prepare 
yourself for the incredible! Difficulty Level: Moder'ilA 

#7 THE MYSTERY FUN HOUSE - As Adventure #7 begins, you find 

HINT BOOK 

yourself hopelessly lost in the middle of a carnival fun house. While es
cape may elude you, one thing is very clear - you're NOT here to have a 
good time! Difficulty Level: Moderate 

#8 PYRAMID OF DOOM -This is an Adventure that will transport you to 
a dangerous land of crumbling ruins and trackless desert wastes into the 
PYRAMID OF DOOM' Jewels, gold - it's all here for the plundering - IF 
you can find the way. Difficulty Level: Moderate 

#9 GHOST TOWN - You must explore a once-thriving mining town in 
search of the 13 hidden treasures. With everything from rattlesnakes to 
runaway horses, it sure ain't going to be easy! Includes a special bonus 
scoring system too! Difficulty Level: Advanced 

#10 SAVAGE ISLAND PART I - A small island holds an awesome 
. secret - will you be able to discover it? This is the beginning of a two-part 
Adventure. (The story continues in SAVAGE ISLAND PART 2, 
ADVENTURE #11.) NOTE: This one's a toughie - for experienced Ad
venturers only! Difficulty Level: Advanced 

#11 SAVAGE ISLAND PART II -The suspense begun in Adventure #10 

now comes to an incredible conclusion with SAVAGE ISLAND PART II! 
This Adventure requires you to have successfully finished #10, wherein 
you were given the secret password to begin this final half. NOTE: For 
experienced Adventurers only! Difficulty Level: Advanced 

#12 GOLDEN VOYAGE -The king lies near death in the royal palace. 
You have only three days to bring back the elixir needed to rejuvenate 
him. Journey through the lands of magic fountains, sacred temples. stormy 
5eas and 90id, gold, GOLD' This one is for experienced Adventurers only! 
Difficulty Level: Advanced 

Our hint book provides clues and solutions to help you out of those sticky spots you have gotten into, while still enabling you to solve the 
Adventure yourself. So if you can't seem to get out of the bog, or locate the Pharoah's heart, then you've come to the right place for help. This 
edition includes hints for all SCOTT ADAMS Adventures 1 - 12. There is also a special section on the making of Adventure Maps. For those that 
just want answers, there is a solution section, too. But don't worry. All clues and solutions are specially encoded so that the only time you can 

get a clue or answer is when you want one. 
Hint Book . .... $7.95 

Buy now and SA VE 
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INTRODUCTORY SPECIAL 

549.95 
ON CASSETTE OR DISKS 

Never Before Pricing! 

�eries 
Home Co01puter ... by SCOTT ADAMS 

console and load the particular game you want 

to play from cassette or disk. You will imme

diately be transported to another time and place 

where two word commands allow you to mani

pulate objects and perform acts just as if you 

were actually there. The object of each game is 

as varied as the games themselves and to win 

the game you must complete it. This may take 

hours, days or even months. Like a good novel 

you can lay it down and then continue where 
' 

-

you had left off. The program provides for 

saving the game on cassette or disk and then 

recalling it. 

TEX-COMP has made getting into TI ad

venturing inexpensive and exciting. If you are 

ready for adventuring then TEX-COMP is ready 

for you with complete supporting products such 

as the TI Adventure Command Module at only 

$6. 95, and the Official Scott Adams Adventure 

Hint Book at only $7. 97.

� TEXAS INSTRUMENTS 
HOME COMPUTER 

Tl ADVENTURE COMMAND MODULE 

ADVENTURE 

SOLID STATE CARTRIDGE & CASSETTE 

add 3 'lo for credit card orders 

This module is required to use the games advertised on this page. If you do 
not already have it, it may be purchased from TEX-COMP for only $6.95. 
Adventure Module PHM3041. ............................... $6.95 

RETURN TO PIRATE'S ISLAND 
The sequel to Pirates Adventure is now available from TEX-COMP on a self 
contained module with graphics! 

PHM3189 ................................................. $11.95 

EXTRA VALUE BONUS 
WITH EACH ADVENTURE SERIES ORDER ON CASSETTE OR DISK, 

TEX-COMP IS INCLUDING THE LA TEST ADVENTURE FROM 

EUROPE . .. "KNIGHT IRONHEART" . .. WHICH SELLS FOR $9. 95 

IN THE BIG TEX-COMP CATALOG ... (REQUIRES MODULE) 

VISA and MASTERCARD 

HOLDERS CALL DIRECT: 

(818) 366-6631

SEND ORDER AND MAKE CHECKS PAY ABLE TO: 

TEX.JfCOMP'M 
P.O. BOX 33014 - GRANADA HILLS, CA 91344 

Texas Instruments 

AUTHORIZED DEALER 

TEAMS: All prices F.O.B. Los Angeles. For fastest service use cashiers check or money 
order. Personal checks take at least ten days to clear. Add 3% shipping and handling 
($3.00 minimum). East of Mississippi 4 ½%. (Free shipping on all software orders over 
$100.00). 

NOTE: Payment in full must accompany all orders. Credit-Card, 

Company Check or Money Order for immediate shipment. Personal 

checks ,�➔uire up to 4 weeks to clear. California orders add 6½0/o sales 

tax. 
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C□ntents 

mlCR□pendium 

MICROpendium is published 12 
times annually in Round Rock, 
Texas. No material published in the 
pages of MICROpendium may be 
used without permission of the pub
lisher. Computer user groups that 
have signed exchange agreements 
with MICROpendium may excerpt 
articles appearing in MICROpen
dium without prior approval. 

While all efforts are directed at 
providing factual and true informa
tion in published articles, the pub
lisher cannot accept responsibility 
for errors that appear in advertising 
or text appearing in MICROpen
dium. The inclusion of brand names 
in text does not constitute an endor
sement of any product by the pub
lisher. Statements published in 
MICROpendium which reflect 
erroneously on individuals, products 
or companies will be corrected upon 
contacting the publisher. 

Unless the author specifies, letters 
will be treated as unconditionally 
assigned for publication, copyright 
purposes and use in any other publi
cation or brochure and are subject to 
MICROpendium's unrestricted right 
to edit and comment. 

Display advertising deadlines and 
rates are available upon request. 

All correspondence should be 
mailed to MICROpendium at P.O. 
Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. We 
cannot take responsibility for unsoli
cited manuscripts but will give con
sideration · to anything sent to the 
above address. Manuscripts will be 
returned only if a self-enclosed, 
stamped envelope is included. 

All editions of MICROpendium are 
mailed from the Round Rock 
(Texas) or Smithville (Texas) Post 
Office. Subscriptions are $12 for 12 
issues, delivered via third class mail. 
In Canada, add $3.50. Subscribers in 
the United States who wish first class 
delivery may also add $3.50 to the 
basic subscription price. 
Mailing address: P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680 
Telephone: (512) 255-1512 
Source: Tl4596 
John Koloen ........... Publisher 
Laura Burns . . . . . . . . . . . . Editor 

Coming Next Month 
-What a hard disk can do for you (we 

promise this time) 

-Updates on new software releases 

for 1985 

-Our first anniversary, believe it or 

not 

®Copyright MICROpendium 

Table of Contents 

Freeware ( or nearly so) 
Amnion free access library, a screen dump program and 

MICROpendium's offers ...................................................... Page 12 

A Forthright group 
A unique users' group, formed around a language ........ Page 13 

'Clan1shell con1puter' 
Foundation's new card for the PEB is a Z80A-based, 64K compu-

ter with disk controller ......................................................... Page 16 

Bubble sort procedure 
Forth procedure has several uses, and it's fast ............. Page 18 

Take care 
Bowser and bubble gum really do gum up the works .... Page 19 

Like hot cakes 
How many people are willing to stand in line to buy a TI99/4A? 

(Go ahead, take a guess) ..................................................... Page 22 

Software contest winner 
Playing the organ on the TI ............................................ Page 24 

Reviews 
Super Sketch ...................................................................... Page 27 

Foundation 128K Memory Card ........................................ Page 29 

PTERM-99 ......................................................................... Page 30 

TI-Runner .......................................................................... Page 31 

News bytes 
A free computer craps game, Myarc adds a chip-based disk 

directory to its disk controller card and MicroPal Extended BASIC 

is released ............................................................................. Page 35 

User Notes 
Descenders for lower-case letters, condensed labels for your 

disks and more ...................................................................... Page 36 

Classifieds . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  Pages 38-39 
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The a•,-a 

" TE�:!s��YMP'M

TEXAS •v es... PRESENTS: 

� Soi;-� • J-f-91 A
Announce �- · IJ,-� b b DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTI

-
ONS -�� 

.. 
��-1__ 

.:.:--= .. ::c.-- • Q--=, 
ON TEXAS INSTRUMENTS ,:r-:-.. • ..-..� !!}SJ! OFFER 

COMPUTER L� ,..e-:- ,. ;1 
SOFTWARE 

��·· .__;. �-- • •♦• _ .��'.;� � 

·��r J�-�---�r:
PHM 3002 
PHM 3003 
PHM 3004 
PHM 3016 
PHM 3013 
PHM 3022 
PHM 3023 
PHM 3030 
PH.M 3031 
PHM 3032 
PHM 3052 
PHM 3053 
PHM 3054 
PHM 3056 
PHM 3057 
PHM 3095 
PHM 3098 
PHM 3099 
PHM 3100 
PHM 3101 
PHM 3229 
PHM 311 2  

PHM 3042 
PHM 3041 
PHM 3114 

PHM 3115 
PHM 3118 
PHM 3119 
PHM 3169 

EARLY LEARNING FUN 
BEGINNING GRAMMAR 
NUMBER MAGIC 

L :�-- � � j 

- - ---------- ♦ ----- --- - ♦ 

TAX INVESTMENT REC. KEEPING 
VIDEO GAMES 
PERSONAL REAt ESTATE 
HUNT THE WUMPUS 
AMAZING 
ATTACK 
BLASTO 
TOMBSTONE CITY 
Tl INVADERS 
CAR WARS 
ALPINER 
MUNCHMAN 
FRACTIONS (MILL) 
NUMBER READYNESS (MILL) 
LAWS OF ARITH/11ET1'C (!.!ILL) 
EQUATIONS (MILL) 
FORMULAS (MILL) 
HOPPER 
PARSEC 

TUNNELS OF DOOM + CASS OR DISK 
ADVENTURE+ CASS OR DISK 
ALLIGATOR MIX 

ALIEN ADDITION � t,95 
MINUS MISSION .:/I 
METEOR MULTIPLICATION 
WORD INV ASTON 

ot_·-.,.. 
I -0'-fl

S99S 
Pf/M 3009 
PHM 3010 
PHM 3015 
PHM 3043 
PJIM 3046 
PHM 3047 
PH M 3048 
Pl-JM 3082 
Pi-lM 3027 
PHM 3028 
PHM 3029 
PHM 3049 
PJ-JM 3050 
PHM 3051 
PH.M 3088 
PHM 3059 
PHM 3060 
PHM 3062 
PHM 3090 
PHM 3091 
PHM 3092 
PHM 3093 
PHM 3094 
PHM 3020 
PHM 3067 
PHM 3064 
PHM 3233 
PHM 3220 
PHM 3219 
PHM 3224 

FOOTBALL 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
EARLY READTNC (spePch) 
REA.DING FUN 
READil\'G ON 
READING ROUNDUP 
READING RALLY 

READING FLIGHT 
ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 1 
ADDITION & SUBTRACTION 2 
MULTIPLICATION 1 
D!ViSJON 1 
NUMERATION 1 
NU MERA T!ON 2 
COMPUTER MATH GAMES 6 
SCHOLASTIC SPELLING 3 
SCHOLASTIC SP ELLING 4 
SCHOLASTIC SPELLING 6 
ADDITION (MILL) 
SUBTRACTION (MILL) 
MULTJPLICA TJON (MILL) 
DIVISION (AIILL) 
INTEGERS (MILL) 
MUSIC MAKER 
OTHELLO 
TYPING TUTOR 
BURGERTIME 
MICRO SURGEON 
SUPER DEMON ATTACK 
MOON SWEEPER PHM 3034 HUSTLE 

PHM 3037 HANGMAN 
FREE SHIPPING ON ALL SOFTWARE ORDERS OVER $100.00*

WHEN IN THE LOS ANGELES AREA VISIT OUR MODERN WAREHOUSE 
OUTLET STORE WHERE YOU CAN PURCHASE ALL TI ITEMS AT OUR 
REGULAR DISCOUNT PRICES. CALL FOR LOCA TTON &: HOURS! 

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR NEW EXPANDED CATALOG AND RECEIVE A $5.00 SAVINGS CERTIFICATE!!! 
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C□mments 

Looking ahead to 1985 
Nineteen eighty-four has come and gone and the 

TI99/4A remains. 1'n fact, there is more variety in the 
way of software and hardware available for it than 
there was some 14 months ago when TI was still produc
ing the machine in Lubbock and other places. 

What are the landmarks of 1984 for TI users? Among 
them I would include the introduction of double-density 
disk drive controllers, 1200 baud terminal emulators, 
the Super Sketch drawing board and the easy availabil
ity of third-party memory expansions and RS232 
interfaces. 

Of coure, there is far more high quality software 
available for the TI today than there was a year ago. 
I'm not going to mention any titles by names because I 
wouldn't know when to stop. Even better for TI owners, 
there's more competition in the software and hardware 
market than there was a year ago, and the prices on 
many products are coming down as a result. Will these 
developments continue into 1985? 

I think they will. 
TI users will continue to see new products from third

party sources, though such large companies as Atari 
and Milton Bradley are not likely to provide any soft
ware support in the future. But that is to be expected 
from the big boys. The potential for enormous returns 
on enormous volume has disappeared from the TI 
market, as it has from much of the home computer 
market. Still, the major manufacturers will continue to 
seek out the high, quick return well into 1985, and for 
many of them it will represent an investment in red ink. 

The nature of the TI market has been in transition for 
at least the past yar, but let's not forget that the home 
computer market itself has been in utter turmoil during 
the same period. TI is not the only manufacturer to face 
problems. Where is the Timex-Sinclair? Why is Coleco 
giving away $500 scholarships to c'onsumers who pay 
$500 for its Adam computer? Commodore continues to 
profit from its 64, but when was the last time you heard 
anything nice about a 64 from its owner? 

In many ways, TI owners can stand back and say that 
they've seen what happens when the rug is pulled out 
from under. Contrary to the laws of physics, the result 
isn't simply falling on one's head. Sometimes you land 
on your feet. 

I don't pretend to have a crystal ball (can't afford 
one), but here is what I expect to happen in 1985. For 
many users the news is good. One item that seems 
certain for a February debut is the 80-column card from 
Foundation Computing. Coupled with the company's 
recently introduced Z80A processor card, a TI user may 
have a double-density, 80-column CP /M computer for 
about $600. Talk about the PEB being the key to the 
kingdom. 

TI users can expect to see a number of highly special
ized expansion cards produced in relatively small 

numbers, say, 1000-2000. A modem card is likely to be 
among these. The trick for manufacturers will be main
taining complete compatibility with existing hardware 
and software. 

I'm going out on a limb on this one, but I think there 
will be another console coming out in 1985 that is com
patible with the TI99/4A system. I would expect some
thing that includes some of the features of the 99/8-64K 
of CPU RAM, 16K of VDP RAM-and a built-in version 
of Extended BASIC. I would expect it to be considerably 
faster than the 99/4A. I don't think the keyboard will 
vary greatly from the 99/4A, though the GROM port 
may be relocated. I don't think it will come with a 
co-processor. 

I also expect more and more TI users to take the 
plunge into Forth. It is truly a magnificent language 
that can grow with the user's mastery of it. My greatest 
regret is that publishing MICROpendium leaves me no 
time to learn Forth. 

Next month will mark the start of the second year of 
publication for us. The first year l'las been very busy, 
but not as successful as we would have liked. A lot of 
users who read MICROpendium do not subscribe. I 
know this because of the number of non-subscribers 
who have responded to our freeware offers. What they 
may not realize is that though they are saving a buck a 
month by reading someone else's copy, they are doing 
little to encourage us to continue publishing MICROp
endium. We need as many subscribers as we can get 
and urge readers to put in a good word for us with those 
who borrow their copies rather than subscribing. Fail
ing in that endeavor, if you know of any TI dealers who 
do not carry MICROpendium let us know their address 
so we can get in contact-with them. The bigger we get, 
the better we can serve you. 

While I am asking for help from readers, I'd also like 
to offer a little reassurance. A number of our readers 
have become quite jaded when it comes to magazines. 
Those who have missed receiving an edition or two have 
said that they have not contacted us about it because 
they thought we had gone out of busin��s: I want to 
make this clear: we fully intend to contjnue publishing 
MICROpendium in 1985 on the same schedule as 1984. If 
the day ever comes when we can no longer afford to put 
it out, we will let everyone know well in advance in the 
hope of generating enough support to continue 
publishing. 

Also, a little reminder to those who started their sub
scriptions with the first edition: this issue will be your 
last unless you renew. 

By the way, we appreciate the response from user 
groups and others to last month's request for a page of 
documentation that was missing from our copy of the 
TI-Forth manual. 

-JK
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TEX .If COMP 
TM

America's Number One TEXAS INSTRUMENTS dealer. 

Proudly Introduces 

A COMPLETE LOW PRICE 

6!1lliln· I±," a,} ""7 �. ,1,. ¥0¥ ,, 

For the Texas Instruments Home O>mputer 
TEX-COMP NOW OFFERS THE FIRST PROFESSIONAL QUALITY WORD PROCESSING 
AVAILABLE FOR THE TI-9 ... /4AA EQUIPPED WITH ONLY A CASSETTE RECORDER. 
THE MINI-WRITER CASSETT� P�OGRAM MA��ES USE OF THE EXTRA MEMORY POWER 
OF THE Tl MINI-MEMORY COMMAND MODULE. NOW YOU HAVE THE FULL POWER OF 
PROFESSIONAL WORDPROCESSING WITHOUT THE NEED FOR A DIS�: DRIVE OR MEM
ORY EXPANSION. BY ADDING THE NEW AXIOM PRINTER WHICH REQUIRES NO RS232 
INTERFACE, LOW- COST QUALITY PRINTING ON PLAIN PAPER (NOT SUB-STANDARD 
THERMAL PAPER> CAN BE �OMBINED FOR A COMPLETE WORD PROCESSING SYSTEM 
AT A VERY MODEST COST. 

Min.i-W riter WORD PROCano.-
CASSETTE SOFTWARE 

Two-year 
.......

warranty 

Graphics 
. capabilities 

* 

MJ:NX-WRXTER 

$19.95 

AXIOM 

Direct-Connect 
Printer, GP-10QTI 

( no interface required) 

M J: N :X·�MEMORV. 
*74.9:5

t4Q, More Eraalng, 
, Strlkeovera or 

MeMy. Correcting Fluldal 

IUUJ.lli.Oll A •11111· von PIOC[SSOI· VNICN fUTUIES1 
FOLL SCIHI TUT £DITl116: 1, X ,o CNAIACHR "lll!IDOII". 10 CNAUCTU LIii£, 
9SOO CIIAUCTUS STOIED PU FILL ADD/DH[H CNAUCTEIS 01 llllS, 
"OVAil£ COPY, UPPU AID LOVU CASE CNAUCHRS, • 

SAY( 01 LOU TO 01 FIO" AIY STOUG( IEVICE, PIIIT VIA TN( 
PIIUU, 
suahu FOi IUIIU IIFDHATIOI, 
SCROLLS SCUU <UP, DOVI, LEFT. 116NTl, PU16ES TUT IUfFEI AID NAS CAICEL 
COMAIIS, 
TI-IIIIIHITU IS IESIU(D TO LOU FIO" CASSETTE 'IITO THE "lll-ll(IIOIY 
CAITIIHE. 
"M.(S IEPOIT AH UTTU VIITlll6 USY AID FAST. 
LOV COST TO COISll"U FOi VOID PIOC£SSU6 CAPAIILITY 
USY TO LUU AH 11S( 

SYSTEM TOTAL*344.8� 
•sl'FC:L\I. .\DD S:,O Fnr .\,iom SSO or Cl.I' l 'pgr;ul,· 

BfDEC J: AL BUY THE ENTIRE SYSTEM <3 PIECES> AND WE 
INCLUDE FREE &HIPlcINS<UPS ONLY>, A FREE Tl DUAL CASSETTE CABLE AND A 
STARTER PACI< OF PRINTER PAPER. A •40.00 + RETAIL VALUE! 

� 
IN n S,NII 14.Sl I If NISS (IJ.00 NINI.Ill ORDERS SUBJECT 10 

lffi] 
VISA and MASTERCARD �

CIIIIIT AVAIUllllTY, IIE RESERVE RIIHT TO UNIT QUANTITIES. Send Orders To: u 1• Ced HOLDERS CAU DIRECT: 
30I t2.00 FOi U CURIOT CATM.08 AND DIDER KIT. A t5 TEX .JJpCOMP ,. (818) 366-663 1 
DTlflCATE II IIICLUIEI. VISIT OUR MAREHOUSE OUT- P. O BOX 33084

All PRICES REFLECT A ll DISCOUNT FDR CASH 
I.ET, CALL lll-3"-6'JI FOi HUI. GRANADA HILLS. CA 91344 AH 11 IF PAYIN6 BY CREDIT CARD 

Send $2.00 For Our New 30�Page Catalog & 99/4A Buyers Guide & Receive A $5 Saving Certificate 
NOff: Payment in lull must accompany all orders. Crtldit-Card, Company Check or Money Order tor imm«Jiate shipment. 

PflfldwJ clwlcJ(s n,qu,,. up to 4 WHkJ to clear. c.i,tom,a orders add 6!-2% Nhts tax. 
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Feedbac� 

Upgrade changes 

You might be able to help me with 
a problem. I recently purchased the 
TI-Writer/Multiplan upgrade disk 
enhanced version (PIO). One of the 
upgrades was a printer default. I have 
a Smith/Corona TPl printer with 
serial output. I need to enter the full 
description of the printer 
(RS232/2.BA= 1200.BA =8.PA=
E.CR). My question: Is there any 
way to change the default on the disk 
to match my printer requirements? I 
have tried to gain access to the disk 
with the disk manager, also I have 
tried to load the disk into the 
computer and list the program. The 
program will not load without the TI
Writer module hooked up. I would 
appreciate any help that you could 
offer. 

Clyde L. Etter 
Van Nuys, California 

ED: Yes, the default settings can 
be changed but only by accessing the 
RS232 file on a sector-by-sector 
basis. Navarone Industries' Disk 
Fixer is one tool that can be used to 
do this. The default that originally 
came with the Tl-Writer file enhance
ments (RS232.BA = 1200.LF) are 
located in sector 2B of the FORMA 1 
file. The relevant code starts at 
address 0020. The following code 
will configure the default for your 
specifications: 5253 3233 322F 322E 
4241 3D31 3220 202E 4441 3D38 
2E50 413D 452E 4352. 

To make it easy to find this location 
it is recommended that you copy the 
FORMA 1 file to a newly initialized 
disk, make the changes and then copy 
them to your TI-Writer program 
disk. As we are unable to test this 
code, we cannot guarantee that it will 
solve your problem but it is worth a 
try. 

Let us know if it works out. 

UG policy 

As a user group president it is my 
responsibility to continue support of 
the 99/4A. Upon my election the 
library procedure was revised. We 

now have one set of library disks
and one librarian. These disks remain 
in his possession and are not 
"rented" or "lent" out. He copies 
any non-copyright program for a 
member at $1 per program. The 
copyright programs in our possession 
are available for demonstration only 
by our librarian either at a meeting 
or at his residence. We do not as a 
user group act irresponsibly or in a 
self-defeating manner. I personally 
have no respect for those who 
"pirate" for sale and unfortunately 
these low-lifes exist. 

The other side of the coin is 
pricing. We have all seen the soft
ware whose price is far out of line 
with its value. We have all taken 
something home only to wonder 
why. If software producers would 
lower their sights some they may be 
surprised. If Plato, for example, was 
$20 rather than $50, it would be less 
interesting to pirates and more 
interesting to potential purchasers� 
and far more profitable to Control 
Data. 

My last feeling is software 
producers can put user groups on 
their best behavior by going directly 
to them, putting the responsibility on 
the user group to promote the 
software and control the urge to 
copy, and the bottom line is cost. 
User groups with good leadership will 
be around tor a Jong time. They need 
more rather than less respect. 

Terrie Masters 
President 
LA 99ers 

Los Angeles, California 

Right on! 

Your Comments column (Novem
ber) ''hit the nail right on the head.'' 
A TI owner cannot help being excited 
about the current action in the TI 
market. Keep up the good work. 
Your magazine gives us just what we 
need. 

Joseph W. Lengyel Jr. 
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 

Suggestions 

A few suggestions for future 
topics: Repair and maintenance of 
disk drives, sources of service 
manuals and parts, plans for power 
supply and parts for a ''do-it
yourself'' expansion box, adapting 
other equipment to the 99/4A. 

Gordon B. Fink, MD 
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 

ED: Readers with the required 
technical expertise are encouraged to 
submit articles on these topics. The 
August edition carried an article 
about taking care of disk drives. 
Except for simple repairs, we recom
mend that qualified technicians with 
the appropriate testing equipment be 
used when making major repairs, 
such as replacing heads, etc. 

Clarification 

Two quick observations on the 
November newsletter. Regarding the 

i 

last paragraph of the Comments 
column ... We really appreciate your 
offerings as a "freeware" service, 
but there are a lot of people out here 
willing to help you. As you 
mentioned, the TI enhancements 
have been made available to user 
groups. And most of the user groups 
I bet would be happy to assist you for 
regional copying. (At least SLa Ves 
here in Salt Lake City would.) May 
I offer a suggestion if you don't think 
the logistics would be too 
complicated-in some future issue, 
would you consider a listing of the 
known user groups throughout 
country? 

Second, regarding your review of 
the 9900 Disk Controller Card, the 
first paragraph in the third column on 
Page 26 deals with the indirect 
accessing of cartridges. You mention 
its use with TEII but didn't clarify its 
application. If you have a console 
BASIC program that uses TEII for 
speech capabilities, an OPEN 
#1 :''SPEECH'' ,OUTPUT statement 

(Please turn to Page 10) 
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•�G "�PRESENTS';" 

BO�J( &soisr 11-99/'IA
1984 IJ,-4ltE OFFER 

0� m DATAMOSh For the Texas Instruments Home Computer ...

0�:t the most important books
�+•c �

,p 
you can turn to for Tl-99/4A

� �� • �0 guidance sAvE SOo/c PLUS READY-TO-RUN 

,.,,.,-
• up to 

O 
CASSETTE & DISK 

V SOFTWARE PROGRAMS 

Computer Books and Softv.,are from DATAMOSh

Special Offer: BELOW DEALER COST! __ 
*GAMES Tis PLAY \\'itlt :t! Rt·:Hh 1" R1111 (;;i11w,'. F ;;1;,J:::� , .... 

The authors have compiled a large selection of classic computer games I ·fj� 
along with many clever new ones. Written in TI BASIC, they are formatted I 

in a way which lets you easily adapt all or portions to your own programs. 

Each game is explained in clear simple terms--allowing you to customize 

and modify them to your heart's content! You'll learn text formattin�, 

word games, data statements, and input routines. Many of the games will 

help you understand how grids are constructed and graphics animated. 

Helpful techniques let you dissect BASIC programs and learn what makes 
them tick. Learn programming and de-bugging from working with these games. REG. $7.91t:

$14.95 • ..J 260 pages--sprial bound-published at $14.95 .. Ready-to-run programs 
$24.95. TEX-COMP price complete with 32 programs on cassette .. $7.95. 

* KIDS AND THE Tl-99/4A 
WITH 32 READY-TO-RUN 
CASSETTE GAME PROGRAM_:> 

The most popular introduction to the 99/4A ever published. 33 step-by
step lessons introduce the reader painlessly to the wonderful world of �.. :"ij� 
the TI-99/4A. Each lesson includes notes for teacher or parent as well _ ll�l!r�I 
as a review quiz at the end of each chapter. Illustrated with dozens of _ .� 1• ,m,,<'; 
cartoons to make learning computer literacy fun. Suitable for Adults! 

I .. ·i-•R ..,......,..,.... � 
* THE ELEMENTARY Tl-99 / 4,A i �,;���- - ·. �-;� I, h _11�,k- � 

236 pages--sprial bound published at $19. 95. TEX-COMP price - - - - - • • $4 • 95 ,-
.. 
·..1a

.
•·

.
:ii 

. 

...,; 
.. 
-=. '�... .... � .. � .I t"'" 

Ten chapters lead you step-by-step through the process of hooking up thelllll�� I •'I" f. •".'1 U 
T�-99/4A, loading_a1:d�saving 1:rogr':ms, c1:eating g1:aphics, music, ai:id all �1

.,,.
J;a

.·
·R� 

.
. � · 11:

.
�

it]
f_;

·
\

·
.; 5 

kinds of handy utilities. It is written in a concise and progressive l!L ...... �■ fi ".Jl-__ _j�J-:;':;-j t"'" 
manner so when you are finished you will be writing and using programs. REG-· $4 95REG. $2 95 �
�ven if :-(OU alrea�y are programming, this will provid<: a lot of helpful $19:95 • $14.95 • � 
information and will appeal to all members of the family. _ U 

� 
.
. 

256
. 

pages--sprial bound--illustrated-pub. at $14. 95 TEX-COMP price $2. 95 
·(

. 
Q

.
/'nj)Uf(!( ,,,, 

�COMPUTER PLAYGROUND ON THE Tl-99/4A lt.i · 
�-

cJ 

'This is the perfect book to provide children grades 2-6 with their first �
. 
\j.£, )�" <�fta.�t'r Z 

expo�ure to the worl� of computers. Everthing is kept simple with over ,��� ', ,�_· � � S: 
70 pictures and drawings to color and a series of simple activities to · · -' � 
lead the child through elementary computer understanding and programming 

�ffl�=:;;:! 

(J) 

Ideal for both schools and computer camps. Contains sample programs and u"l 
lessons on how to modify and write them. Many illustrations in full color v,-;-

128 pages--published at $9. 95 TEX-COMP price ....... $1. 95 Tl 9914R < 

··vouA LUBBOCK CONNECT JON' .... 
• P.O. BOX JJ064. ORA.NADA HILLS. CA i1Jl,4 • 

__ GAMES Tis PLAY including cassette with 32 PROGRAMS
ENCLOSED IS $7.95 for each. (add $3.00 for disks) 

KIDS AND THE TI-99/4A-ENCLOSED lS $4.95 for each. 
--THE ELEMENTARY TI-ENCLOSED IS $2.95 for each. 
--COMPUTER PLAYGROUND ON THE TI-99/4A-
ENCLOSED IS $1.95 for each. 

SHIPPING AND HANDLING--CONTINENTAL US 
ENCLOSED IS $2.95 for any number of books up to 4. 
ADD $3.00 for HI,AK, APO, FPO & CANADA. 

NOTE: Payment in full must accompany all orders CrfJd1r-Caro. Company ('neck or Mnflev Order tor 1mrned1ate sti,pment 
Parsoni:JI cnecks requ,re up to 4 wee/1:sJo clt!dl Caldomid urde1!c,, <100 t,· 1°,o s.11t •!J ra,. 

• SEND ORDERS TO: 

. TEX .COMP 
TM 

P.0.BOX 33084 

GRANADA HILLS, CA. 91344 
All pm.:es havt' bt·rn rJJ�CllLrnled for t:iiSh, 

11Jd )IJ/o for ..:rerJ11 card orJtr� 

Visa a��u•
MasterCard Holders Order Direct 

24 \��:A 
(818) 366-6631

SEND $2.00 FOR OUR NEW 30-PAGE 99/4A CATALOG & BUYERS 
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Feedbac� 
(Continued from Page 8) 

will result in a '' Device Not 
Connected'' error unless indirect 
accessing is used. 

Dwight R. Klettke, MD 
Salt Lake City, Utah 

ED: We encourage everyone to 
provide free copies of public domain 
software to users. The logistics of 
coordinating distribution of the free
ware would overwhelm us. One of 
these days we will publish a list of 
user groups in this country. 

Pascal devotee 

I would be especially interested in 
information on how to translate files 
from one TI programming environ
ment to another. An example would 
be translating an Extended BASIC 
data file to a format that Pascal could 
operate on. Also, going in an out of 
the Forth environment would be 
valuable to me. 

Martin J. Biancalana 
Kettering, Ohio 

ED: Readers who have ideas on 
this subject may be interested in sub
mitting an article. 

Oops! 

As an entrant in your software im
provement contest, I am somewhat 
puzzled at the results in the N ovem
ber issue. Maybe you can explain. 

I typed in Mr. Winger's program 
to find out what he had done to im
prove on he original and was sur
prised to find out that it takes up more 
than one kilobyte of RAM. In fact, 
right after you load it, run the size 
command and you will find that it 
takes 1540 bytes wth the REM state
ments and 1423 bytes without them. 
So the question is, how can Mr. 
Winger win if his program doesn't 
even qualify? I took the trouble of 
making my program take up less than 
1000 bytes, since you did stipulate 
'' no more than 1000 bytes'' in both 
the August and September issues of 
MICROpendium, so I can't see how 

Mr. Winger's program even counts 
as a valid entry. I mean, if you had 
to be over six feet tall to enter, how 
could a midget win? 

Stuart Davison 
Tucson, Arizona 

ED: Right you are. We failed to 
check the lengths of any entries, as
suming wrongly that all entries would 
be no more than 1000 bytes long. We 
will not repeat that mistake in the cur
rent or future contests. Your obser
vations will serve us well down the 
line. As for REM statements, they 
will not be in the length of contest en
tries since they are provided as a con
venience and are not necessary to the 
operation of the program. 

What we need ... 

Many thanks for your fine maga
zine and the service you have provid
ed on new disks for the 99/4A. The 
lower-case letters are a major im
provement to TI-Writer. From the 
ads and content in your magazine, it 
is apparent that many of your read
ers are capable programmers. I am 
not-I use my computer as a piece of 
office machinery to do useful work 
(no games). It seemed to me that if 
one of these truly capable program
mers wanted to make a contribution 
(and perhaps his fortune) here is a 
real problem to solve for the 99/4A 
and other small computers. 

Here I am with two disk drives, ex
pansion box, daisy wheel printer and 
modem. To do anything, I have to 
plug in one of nine cartridges, find 
and boot the related two disks, and 
start repeating commands. What this 
outfit needs is a memory that will let 
me select the program I need at that 
moment and start using it without 
having to tell it again and again to use 
RS232 port 2 for the printer. 

OK, the invention that will do that 
is already available-a 10 megabyte 
hard disk selling for about $700. 
What we need is a program that will 
work with the 99/4A that will drive 
and utilize a hard disk. The ideal 
would be a disk that could be used 
with Editor/ Assembler to load all 

the programs onto the hard disk and a 
menu on the screen. 

Gentlemen, start your engines. 

Ben Ciscel 
Round Rock, Texas 

ED: A $700 hard disk for the TI 
would indeed be useful. We haven't 
seen one, however. 

Software card 
There are two major items of soft

ware/ hardware that I would 
encourage you to publicize. One is 
the need for a Pascal code card, plus 
accompanying software, at 
reasonable cost. 

The second is a card which would 
contain Extended BASIC, 
Editor/ Assembler, TI-Writer, 
Multiplan and Mini-Memory-all of 
which would be keyboard selectable. 
This card would fill one of the empty 
slots in the PEB and end the annoying 
problem of poor contact alignment 
when sliding the modules into the 
console. Any thoughts on who I 
might write to encourage 
development of these projects? 

G.J. Gerard 
Hamden, Connecticut 

ED: You could write to any 
company that develops cards for the 
PEB, i.e. Foundation Computing, 
M yarc Inc., CorComp Inc. , etc. The 
problems we see with this is that ( 1) 
TI may not be willing to grant a 
license for this software at an afford
able price, (2) the cost, including the 
voluminous documentation that 
would be required by this card would 
be considerable, and (3) most users 
who would be interested in  
purchasing such a card probably 
already own these cartridges. We 
agree, such a card would be a great 
convenience to users, all other things 
being equal. 

The Feedback column is for readers. It is 
a forum to communicate with other read
ers. The editor will condense excessively 
lengthy submissions where necessary. 
Contributors should restrict themselves to 
one subject for the sake of simplicity. Mail 
Feedback to: MICROpendium, P.O. Box 
1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 
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PROGRAMS WANTED 
If you have any programs which you have written yourself or have translated from other corrputers and are 
interested In having them puolished - contact us for an "Evaluation Agreement." We wi 11 then evaluate 
your programs to determine their marketing potential. If we determine that they do indeed have market
ing potential we wi I I then offer to enter Into a marketing agreement with you to pub I ish your programs. 
We wl I I also work with you to make suggestions for possible irrprovements or changes and pay you a royal
ty on each copy sold• 

COLOR FUN 
(Only $12.95> 

This program Is designed for young children who 
want to I earn about co I ors and numbers. It Is 
designed to make learning FUN and INTERESTING for 
the child. There are two parts to the program, the 
first part dlsplays noving objects on the screen 
and allows the chi Id to change colors of the ob
jects by pressing only one key. New objects may 
also be selected at any time. The second part 
allows the chi Id to change the colors of the cloth
Ing worn by a little girl and boy. A special 
suprise reward is included. 

CExt. BASIC Required, Speech Synth. Recommended) 

HELP Y� KIDS WITH Tl£1R Sa«X>L tO£WOR<f 
(You can also use it yourself -
for household and/or business use.) 

This system has many great capabl lities and provid
es a neat easy way to organize Information for 
school or home use. It provides a convienlent 
method for entering al I classes and assignments for 
each class. It also has a section for writing and 
printing book reports. And thats not al I, It can 
also be used as a "word processing" system, because 
It has a bui It-In Typwriter function. Last but not 
least Is a 20,500 word dictionary which can be used 
to look up words and to automatically check the 
spe 11 i ng of a I I the words used In your reports. 
$49.95 (Disk System and Menory Expansion Reqvlred) 

NEW POWERFU. INFORMATION MANIGEMENT SYSTEM 

<Data Base Manager) 

Al lows you to design your our "Fl I I-In-the-Blanks" 
form on the screen with corrplete flexlbl lity. Each 
Form can contain up to 255 blank spaces for Infor
mation to be entered. You may create and save any 
number of these forms and enter your Information on 
them at any time. Once you have entered and saved 
your Information, It can be sorted and/or printed 
In any order. During printing, Information can be 
reordered and/or omitted If so desired. Corrplete 
flexabl lity Is what this system provides. Visit 
our showroom for a denonstratlon and corrplete 
detai Is. 
$69.95 (Disk System and Memory Expansion Required) 

TINY LOGO 
<Only $19.95> 

Al I you need Is the basic machine and a cassette 
tape recorder to· use this a I I new LOGO I anguage. 
Includes a 3?�page detailed booklet with sarrple 
programs. Al lows you the ability to create color
ful graphics with the turtle and learn programming. 

SPELLIN:, Cl-ECKER 

(Only $49.95> 

Includes a 20,000 word dictionary and provides you 
the abi llty to add your own words and your own dic
tionaries. Automatlcal ly corrects spelling in your 
documents·. A I so f I ags unrecogn i z·ed words or terms 
and al lows you t� decide on the action to be taken. 

(Disk System, Tl-Writer or Ed. Assam. Required> 

TRIVIA 

(Only $16.95) 

Includes two versions of a Trivia game (Disk and 
Tape), two versions of a Data Base program and a 
book which introduces you to d�ta bases, their 
applications, and how sirrple data bases work. Also 
corrpares advantages and disadvantages of Disk and 
Tape f Iles as we 11 as how to design records and 
make your programs more efficient. 

FINALLY
,, 

YOU CAN OOW GET AT THE FULL POTEHTIM... OF 
DRAWIN'., ON YOUR SCREEN IN FULL BIT GRN>HICS MOOE 
WITOOUT HAYUG TO LEAAH ASSE>BLY LAN;U/GE. 

This package al lows you to draw and color alrrost 
anything on your screen using your joystick and 
keyboard. You can also save your drawings and 
print them with your printer. You have to see this 
package to believe it. This one is truly SUPER! 
The over 80 drawing functions include: foreground 
stroke, background stroke, draw arc and circle, 
draw horizontal or vertical line, store stroke, 
repea� stroke, and many rrore. Also includes unique 
connect-the-dots function and you can paint the 
interior of any shape in any color. Mac is nothing 
corrpared to this fantastic tool. 

<Ext. BASIC, Disk System & Merrory Exp. Required) 
$59.95 Drawing Program $24.95 Printing Program 

PROGRAMMERS WANTED 
If you are experienced _in writing programs for the Ti 994/A in any of the following languages: BASIC, 
Extended BASIC, Assemoly Language, FORTH, or PASCAL and would I ike to earn some extra cash, contact us 
for details. 

Specialist In 
The Texas Instruments Home Computer c:EJ 

1115 Ford Road (812) 544 ■8219 Mtka. MN 55343 

")IE'll MEET OR BEAT ANY PRICE THAT IS OOT BELOW 0� COST" 
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Freeware ( or nearly so) 
Amnion Helpline is offering TI 

users its Free Access Library of 
public domain software consisting of 
104 floppy diskettes filled with 
programs for the TI99/4A. 

The library is operated as a 
non-profit entity, according to Dr. 
Guy-Stefan Romano, director of 
Amnion Helpline. The Helpline is 
maintained to provide answers to TI 
users' questions about products and 
other aspects of TI home computing. 
This service is provided free of 
charge. (See the August edition of 
MICROpendium for more infor
mation.) 

The Free Access Library provides 
users with ''volumes'' of programs. 
The library includes 37 single-sided 
diskettes of entertainment programs, 
10 graphics-oriented diskettes, 16 
music-oriented diskettes, 14 diskettes 
consisting of learning materials in 
many categories, eight diskettes 
consisting of financial and business 
programs, seven diskettes consisting 
of technical, scientific and statistical 
programs, six diskettes consisti•ng of 
personal and home use programs and 
six and one-half diskettes filled with 
miscellaneous programs ranging 
from baseball statistics to program
ming utilities. 

There are a limited number of 
Pascal and Forth programs available 
on request. 

Each diskette is defined as a 
"volume" and users may order a 
volume for $5, which includes a 
diskette, mailer and postage. Users 
may opt to send their own diskette 
and return postage and mailer to the 
Free Access Library and receive each 
volume for $2. 50 each. 

The volumes are also available on 
double-sided diskettes. Each double
sided volume includes the contents of 
two single-sided volumes. These are 
available for $8 each, including disk, 
postage and mailer, or $4 each if the 
user sends his own disk with return 
postage and mailer. 

According to Romano, the average 
price of each program is 15 cents. 

'' All programs may be copied and 
distributed freely so long as such 

copies are not for sale or profit,'' 
Romano notes. 

The Amnion Free Access Library 
also offers to supply particular 
programs to fit specific purposes to 
any user who sends an initialized disk 
with return mailer and postage to the 
library. Users should enclose a note 
describing the type of program 
desired. According to Romano, "I 
will go through the library and pull 
out all of the programs from the 
collection that seem to fit your needs 
and return the disk to you. Naturally, 

- the more specific the request is, the
better I can help."

He warns that unreasonable
requests or those seeking more than
3 or 4 programs via this offer will not
be filled.

Users may also donate programs to
the Free Access Library. A note
stating that the program is to be
placed in the public domain is
required. There is no payment for
submissions ''except the satisfaction
that you receive from sharing with
others and strengthening the base of
TI99/4A users."

Order forms for software volumes
are available from the library. For
more information, contact Free
Access Library at (415) 753-5581
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. (Pacific time)
or write to 116 Carl St., San
Francisco, CA 94117.

Software giveaway 

Danny Michael, of Route 9 Box 
460, Florence, Alabama 35630, has 
a screen dump program that he wants 
to give away. Michael wrote the 
unprotected utility program in 
assembly language. It requires 
Extended BASIC and a disk system 
and works with Epson/Gemini-type 
printers. The program disk includes 
instructions and fully commented 
source code. 

'' All one has to do to get the 
program is to send me an initialized 
disk along with a stamped, self
addressed disk mailer,'' he writes. 
Or, users may send $5 instead and 

Michael will provide the program 
disk, mailer and postage. 

Michael says, ''Not only are you 
allowed to give copies to your 
friends, I request that you do so.'' 

Freeware 

MICROpendium is continuing its 
off er to provide a selection of soft
ware free of charge to subscribers. 
Currently offered are the file 
updates for TI-Writer and Microsoft 
Multiplan and the Super Bugger 
utility. 

To order any of these, readers 
must enclose an initialized diskette 
and include a self-addressed, 
stamped return mailer. The TI
Writer and Multiplan updates 
require a single-sided, single
density diskette. The Super Bugger 
utility requires a single-sided, 
single-density diskette. All three 
will fit on a double-sided, single
density diskette. (Please, do not 
send single-sided disks that have 
been altered to allow files to be writ
ten to both sides.) 

Allow at least two weeks for deliv
ery. Orders may be mailed to 
FREEWARE, c/o MICROpendium, 
P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 
78680. 

MICROpendium will also provide 
TI Forth and documentation, if ·_a 
minimum of 100 readers order it. 
The Forth program includes two 
example programs. Because of the 
cost of reproducing the 232-page 
manual, there will be a $20 charge 
(checks or money orders ony). This 
ncludes postage and packaging. 
Readers must also submit two 
single-sided diskettes. Order TI 
Forth separately from the freeware. 
Checks will be held untB the min
imum number of orders are made. 
To order write to: FORTH, c/o 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, 
Round Rock, TX 78680. 

All of these programs were 
released into the public domain by 
Texas Instruments Inc. No warran
ties of usability are implied. 
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A Forthright group 
By LAURA BURNS 

The fourth dimension is said to be 
time. If you've got enough of that to 
learn Forth, you might be interested 
in The Forth Dimension, a service of 
the California-based Forth Interest 
Group. 

The Forth Dimension is FIG' s 
newsletter. Membership in FIG ($15 
a year domestic, $27 foreign, 
provides the newsletter with articles 
about Forth every two months. In 
addition there are more than 60 FIG 
chapters worldwide which hold local 
meetings, according to Jan Shepherd, 
administrator for FIG. 

She says FIG keeps no comparative 
figures on the types of computers 
owned or used by its members, but 
says that many persons who join 
write in about what sort of computer 

FOR 

they have, and that there are a 
number of TI owners in the member
ship, which encompasses Forth users 
on all types of computers. 

The group began in late 1977, Bill 
Ragsdale, one of its founders, recalls, 
when he gave a talk to the Bay Area 
Microcomputer Users Group on 
structured programming, using Forth 
as an example. Two people who 
came up to talk to him after the 
meeting were John James and Dave 
Boulton. 

They were present when he gave 
the same talk later to the Homebrew 
Computer Club, which Ragsdale 
describes as the second oldest 
computer club in the country. Kim 
Harris and Dave Kilbridge, along 
with James and Boulton, approached 
Ragsdale after that meeting and the 

five men sat under an oak tree by the 
Stanford University Student Union to 
discuss pursuing their common 
interest in Forth. 

''The Forth language was fairly 
unknown at that time,'' Ragsdale 
says. 

Forth Inc., the only company in the 
market, had indicated that it was not 
going to sell in the home computer 
market, Ragsdale recalls. Nonethe
less, interest was high from the 
beginning, with 30 persons showing 
up for the first tutorial session. 

The first Forth Dimension was a 
typewritten newsletter, and the next 
few were typewritten and pasted up. 

"At that time it was free," 
Ragsdale says. "We had signed up 
200 people by then.'' 

After about three issues, the West 
( Please turn to Page 14) 

SOFTWARE FOR THE Tl99/4A •

.. �\ LOTTO PICKER � 
<,: "'' Put your Tl to work picking unbiased plays for 

�\:.> your state Lotto game Available Feb. I. 1985. 
�\) Your prepaid order today reserves your copy at

� �\
"' the specia! low pre introductory price of only 

V\."' $20' X-BASIC required. 
PERSONAL SOCIAL REGISTER 

THXS NEW XMPROVED VERSXON 
OFl'EAS FULL FEATURED WORD PROCESSING TO 

The most advanced computerized name, addres:s and telephone directory ever 
developed for the Tl99/4A 1 Personal Social Register combines the simplicity of 
menu-driven commands with an abundant array of sophisticated user func
tions to produce a truly automated social event director. Throw out your 
address book and calendar and let PSR remind you of upcoming events in 
plenty of time to send out cards, gifts, etc. A must for busy professionals_ or 
anyone with a large family or lots of friends. Disk system, memory expansion 
and X-BASlC required. Reduced to $:35 
THE PRO FOOTBALL ANALYST THE I oK TI US£R. ALSO FOR USE loll I TH J:'2K 1'1£11 EXP. 

AVAILABLE ON DISK OR CASSF.TTE. 

nE OM.Y OTHER REQUl�l'1ENT rs THE 

Tl EXTEND£0 BASIC COPV1AND l'ODULE. INTERFACES WITH 

NfY PRINTER THAT IS AODflESSABLE BY THE Tl. 

FEATURES■ 
* FULL AND XMMEDXATE TEXT EDXTXNG 
* UNXQUE TEXT WXNDOW ALLOWS AN 

BO COLUMN BCROLLXNG DXSPLAV LXNE-
* XNBERT OR DELETE LXNE. CHARACTERS 
• FASTER TVPXNG SPEED 
* MAXLMERGE <DXSK VERSXON ONLV> 
• TRUE LOWER CASE LETTERS 
* "AUTO PAGE LXNK•• <DXSK VERSXON 

DX BK •:zo - 9:5 CASSETTE 

f'I..US S2.00 !iHIPf'ING L HANOl.lNG 

N. Y. REI ADD SALES TAX 

l'J�Gf soFTWARE

P.O. BOX 326 
CAMBRIA HTS.N.Y.11411 

*1B-'9::S 

CIIECll 01 IONEY ORDER 

This proven system for choosing both NFL and USFL winners against the point 
spread is being offered for the first time to Tl owners in console BASIC' Now 
every TI owner can take advantage of the remarkable 66.3% win rate the 
Analyst has tabbed over the past 5 years' Exceis in office football pools and
Total Point selections. Oniy 5 minutes a week is needed to analyze a complete 
slate of games. Your local newspaper provides all the statistics necessary. It's 
easy to use and IT WORKS1 1 Cassette or diskette. TI BASIC or X-BASIC 
versions available. $35. 
PERSONAL INVENTORY PROGRAM 
A unique houshold cataloguer wiil store complete details on all of your r;ersonal 
possess10ns. Easy to follow menu-driven commands make this one of the most 
versatile yet simple programs to use. In the event of a casualty PIP will be able 
to supply all of the details required by Insurance Companies, Poli e Depart
ments, and the IRS. Cassette version available (though diskette version is 
speedier). X-BASIC required. Now only $20. 

ORDER TODAY! 

Mail check or money order to: 
RIDGE SERVICES 

170 Broadway, Suite 201 
New York, NY 10038 

Include 5% Shipping Charges. 
NY residents add 8.25% tax. 

..---2. 
""'�� 'l. ��,. '91 COD O d �� . . .  r ers 

CALL ( 718) 833-6335 

All refused C.O.D. orders are subject 
to a $7.50 restocking charge. 
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FORTH OF PHILOSOPHIC, LINGlJISTIC INTEREST-

(Continued from Page 13) 

Coast Computer Fair had an exhibit 
in Los Angeles. Ragsdale wanted to 
go, but his wife complained that there 
would be no place to sit down. So 
FIG decided to rent a booth for $75 
and serve cdffee as a hospitality 
booth, so there would be a place to 
sit down. 

As they were a nonprofit group, 
they got the booth for free. They 
demonstrated Forth and sold 
memberships and got their subscrip
tions up to 300 or 400 by that event, 
Ragsdale says. 

Ragsdale says he wrote a 
specification sample system, a Forth 
language system 'written in Forth 
which was '' good for vendors, not 
users.'' A Forth implementation 
team, a volunteer group of about 15 
persons, held 12 to 15 meetings over 
six months to take the model 
Ragsdale developed and translate it 
into Assembly. This was done for 
about seven computers. 

The 15 experts established 
standards for the language on these 
computers. Their version, 
fig-FORTH, was published in book 
form, partialJy, says Ragsdale, "to 
educate vendors as to what good 
Forth is like." 

FIG began selling the books and 
'' succeeded beyond our fondest 
dreams," Ragsdale says. The Roy 
Martens Advertising Agency took 

over the business management and 
publishing end for the group for three 
years, and when other commercial 
activity kept them too busy for that, 
were succeeded by Shepherd 
Associates. 

It is unusual for a computer group 
to form around a language. For this 
reason, Ragsdale notes, directory 
listings are sometimes a problem, as 
there is no one manufacturer or 
computer for the group to be listed 
under. 

'' Forth is a very unusual 
language," Ragsdale says. "It has 
philosophical components allied to 
human thought process and the 
fundamental ways people learn and 
the expression of natural language.'' 

Forth, he says, is organized by 
words, phrases and "what you would 
call paragraphs. The words are in 
memory organized into a dictionary 
rather like a human dictionary.'' 

He notes, ''The Forth system is 
like a young child with a vocabulary 
of 100 to 200 words. It can do 
nothing and yet can do everything. 
The programmer teaches Forth how 
to do what he wants it to do, stringing 
together words into paragraphs. You 
teach your system what to do. You 
teach the computer how to solve a 
problem, learning to solve it yourself 
at the same time. It's like teaching a 
child. When I'm programming in 
BASIC or FORTRAN I don't feel 

like I'm teaching." 
Ragsdale notes that whenever he is 

adding to his system he is adding to 
Forth and that what he writes and 
what is in the system is '' indistin
guishable,'' another difference from 
other computer languages. 

''Intellectual challenge ties 
together people in Forth,'' he says. 
"Many people involved are very 
linguistic in their background, 
involved both with computer 
language and human language.'' 

To contact the Forth Interest 
Group, write P.O. Box 8231, San 
Jose, CA 95155. 

99 I 411 

f:IUTO SPELL-CHECK 

t for TI-HRITER * 

Quickly check vour text 
for unsightly spelling 

errors. 
send: 

S S49,95+S3,00 S�H f 
MC/VISA: Include card I, 
phone #, expiration date. 

to: 
DRAGONSLAYER ASC 
2606 PONDEROSA DR. 
OMAHA, NE 68123 
(402)291-8323

CASINO SIMULATION GAME 
By MOOSEGRIN 

Programs in Tl BASIC, on cassette, instructions included. 
BULGY BERTHA - A progressive slot machine with Cherries, Plums, Bells, Oranges, Bars and Sevens. 
Choose your coin denomination, it even teases you the way a real slot would. 
NEATO KENO - Play from 1 to 15 spots, payoff odds based on real keno boards. 

JACKS & BETTER - Just like the Poker Machines in Nevada. Payoffs based on the value of your Hand. 
LOWBALL POKER - Try to get the worst hand possible. 

When ordering, specify one of these packages: 
Slot-Keno (Bulgy Bertha & Neato Keno) $11.95 
Poker-Package (Jacks&Better & Lowball Poker) $14.95 
Casino-Package (All four programs) $19.95 

Add $1.00 for postage and handling, CA residents add 6% sales tax. Please send name and address, along with 
check or money order to: MOOSEGRIN . P.O. Box 21624 San Jose, CA 95151

., 
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INFOSOFT has assembled top professional programmers to deliver the best possible software for your system. Most of the 
software we offer requires a fully expanded Tl99/4A system. If you see what our software can do you'll understand why. 
INFOSOFT recognizes that a Tl99/4A with Extended BASIC, 48K and a Disk Drive is one of the most powerful and convenient 
systems ever offered on the home market. Unfortunately, most of that power was never tapped. We also recognize that there are 
many Tl99/4A users that need software to utilize the full power of their systems and perform many of the tasks their computers 
were designed to fulfill. With this in mind, we have concentrated our efforts on delivering useful applications that tap the full 
power of your system, power that you thus far probably haven't realized is packed inside the state-of-the-art processors that 
your system is based on. INFOSOFT will continue to design and offer software that justifies your investment by utilizing the 
entire system you've paid for. 

Try our software and see what your system can do. 

The "Graphics Construction Kit" is an integrated graphics package. It is also a program generator. ft allows you to create your own customized characters, and 
using these characters. create any type of graphics display. The final product is a stand-alone program, complete with line numbers. character definition statements, 
and screen formatting statements that will reproduce the screen (or screens) you've created using the "Graphics Construction Kit." Yes, THIS IS A PROGRAM THAT 
WRITES ANOTHER PROGRAM! It's actually two separate programs in one. 

First, there's a full-featured Character Generator that allows you to create, save and edit customized characters for later use in the Screen Generator. Features of 
the Chracter Generator are: 
*ROTATE characters 90 degrees 
*FLIP characters upside down or sideways 
*MOVE characters a specified number of pixel locations 
*see chracters with any combination of FOREGROUND and BACKGROUND COLORS 
*create characters in INVERSE VIDEO 
*SAVE characters to disk 
*LOAD characters from disk for editing at any time 
All of these taks are performed with the ease and flexibility of your joystick. 

The Screen Generator displays the characters you've created with the Character Generator and allows you to put them anywhere on the screen usng your joystick. 
You simply position a cursor on the desired character, select it, then move the cursor to the desired screen position and place it there. This is a fast, efficient and 
organized way to build an entire graphics display. YOU CAN EVEN MIXED TEXT WITH GRAPHICS USING THE KEYBOARD. Screens can then be saved to disk for 
later editing. When you are satisfied with what you see, the "Graphics Construction Kit" will create a program on your disk that will reproduce the screen display. 
you've created. This program can then run "as is," or be MERGED into an existing program. 

IF YOU PROGRAM AT ALL, the "Graphics Construction Kit" is one utility you·won't want to be without. It will save you hours of valuable programming time by 
allowing you to create and modify graphics and text displays in minutes. It will give you the freedom to experiment with many ideas in a fast, efficient, organized 
manner, and when you're sure you have EXACTLY what you want, the "Graphics Construction Kit" will essentially do the programming for you. You can even use it 

to add your own customized title screens to someone else's programs-the possiblities are endless. IF YOU DON'T PROGRAM, the "Graphics Construction Kit" can 
be used by itself for design work (architectural, electronic, etc.). art work, or just plain fun. 

We know of no program available for any computer with the capabilities of the "Graphics Construction Kit." INFOSOFT is offering this powerful package at an 
introductory price of $29.95. 
REQUIRES: Tl99/4A computer, Extended BASIC, 32K Memory Expansion, Disk Memory System, and one Joystick Controller. 

There's a great deal of children's educational programs available for the Tl99/4A Computer. Unfortunately. if your children aro unable to Identify the letters and 
numbers on the computer's keyboard then they cannot use these valuable learning tools. THAT IS THE PURPOSE OF "THE FIRST STEP." Captivating your children 
with colorful graphics, music and speech, "The First Step" teachea your children the numbers O through 9 and all of the letters in the alphabet while teaching them 
WHERE TO FIND theae letters and numbers on the keyboard. Thia program haa been teated on many children. It has been found to be both highly captivating and 
1ucce .. ful. In not time at all, young children have gained a thorough knowledge of the computer keyboard while having Iota of fun. 

Let your children take "The First Step" for just $19.95 
REQUIRES: Tl99/4A Computer, Extended BASIC, 32K Memory Expansion and the Disk Memory System. (Speech Synthesizer Is optional. The program utilize, 
speech if this peripheral is attached.) 

Hen,·s a game that couldn't be done on a 
16K console. If you think you·re tired of 
games-try this one. ··The Quest Beyond" 
ii a 20-SCREl;N action/graphic adventure 
sequel to the highly acclaimed ··eavern 
Quest"·. Find the keys that unlock the 
gates to Fantasy. Action and Adventure on 
your quest for the King's Ransom that only 
time and perseverance will reveal. Even the 
most serious users need to have fun once in 
a while, and this game is more than just 
fun-il's an experience .... 

,u!r:���ursell to '"The Quest Beyond"for --1, .. -,,.-11"..

'"The Quest Beyond"' is the only autho
rized sequel to Moonbeam Software·, 
"Cavern Quest." "Cavern Quest" and 
"Moonbeam Software" are tr8demal1<a of 
Moonbeam Software Inc. 
REQUIRES: Tl99/-4A Computer, Extended 
BASIC, 32K Memory Expansion and Disk 
Memory System. 

ffi•�.,�•:t' _ MASTER CARD OR VISA ACCEPTED **

***Mail This Coupon or CALL (203) 448-1126 To Pla1.:e An Order*** 

D Graphics Construction Kit • • • $29.95 

D The First Step ••••••.•••.•• $19.95 

D The Quest Beyond ••••••••• $19.95 

Total Cost for Programs ••.•. •• $ 

Connecticut Res. add 7 .5% •••• 

Shipping and Handling ••.•••• $1.50 

TOTAL •••••••••••••••••••• 

Mall lo: 

INFOSOFT 
P.O. Box 1484 

Groton, CT 06340 

Name ________________ _ 

Address ______________ _ 

City ______________ _ 

State/ZIP ____________ _ 

Signature· _____________ _ 

□ Enclosed check/MO OM/C □ Visa 

Card No. _____________ _ 

Exp. Date, _____________ _ 
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Foundation offers 'clamshell 
computer' using ZSOA chip 

Foundation Computing is intro
ducing a "clamshell computer" for 
the Tl99/4A. 

Spokesman Bill Hunter says the 
company is introducing a new card 
for the peripheral expansion box 
that includes 64 kilobytes of random 
access memory, a built-in Western 
Digital disk controller and a prop
rietary operation system. 

It is priced at about $350. 
The card' CPU is a Zilog Z80A 

operating at four megahertz. The 
disk controller operates with double
density drives, and the card includes 
two RS232 ports. Hunter de cribes 
the card as the "classic CP /M com
patible" device. The card is 
designed to use CP /M software in 
the Kaypro and Cromemco formats. 

Hunter describes the card as "a 
full, stand-alone computer." The 
can be operated in conjunction with 
Foundation's soon-to-be released 
80-column card.

Hunter says the 80-column card is
being retrofitted to function as a 9600 
baud terminal. The main purpose of 
the card, he notes, is to provide an 
80-column display for the Z80A card.
Originally, the 80-column card was
going to be sold with an 80-column
version of Intelpro's Companion
word processor. However, that plan
has been dropped.

Orders for the Z80A card are being 
taken and filled within three to six 
weeks. The BO-column card is 
expected to be released in January. 
Orders will not be taken for it until it 

is ready to be shipped. It is priced at 
about $250. 

Another source notes that Foun
dation's 128K card may soon have 
software that will allow it to copy 
diskettes in one pass. Most disk cop
ying programs require several 
passes to copy a single-sided, single
density diskette. The software for 
the 128K card is written in TI-Forth. 
Date of availability is not known, 
since the prototype of the program 
was not delivered to Foundation 
until mid-December. One advan
tage of writing the program in Forth 
is that output can be redirected to 
any device. 

For more information about the 
cards, contact Foundation Comput
ing at 74 Claire Way, Tiburon, Cali
fornia 94920, (415) 388-3840. 

EB Software 
NOT JUST USER FRIENDLY ... 

Tl Runner 
for the Tf-99/4A 

You ore a highly-trained commando who 
has boen captured and imprisoned deep
in the catacombs of the evil Kryon Emf ire.
Will you be able to mount a successfu 
escape and stiU get a.way with the Kryon 
booty? 

There are 50 completely different level5
owaitin9 you on your quest for fun and 
adventure. However, there are guards 
that ore hot on your trail. You will 
be running, jumping. drilling passages, 
and outfoxing life-threotenin9 guards 
as you escape from the Kryon dungeon.

100% Pur& Assembly for only $24.95. 

Y(,Q�r,v.,, &J.Jo,r. /Yl�nl,,.k,,-- o-r• JA,i,,,,;, .. �mo ''f· . 
. Ak.-=7;r &.r.jw.rt.1.,i,Yn. a,.,,,.J, U'lA- .':/,;pf-"--m. . 

.¼.nd �/wd, Cl-"' -m.r-� o,r«br- /.o,: 

EB Software 

12912 Villa Rose Dr. 
Santa Ana, CA 92705 

USER SPECTACULAR! 

COMPANION. User rated as better than Word
star on the I BM-PC. Better than MacWrite on 
the Macintosh. And of co'urse, better than 
Tl-Writer. 

Extremely natural and easy to use, COMPAN
ION is the world's fastest word processor. Even 
at an incredible 30 keystrokes per second, 

COMPANION reformats the entire 40 column 
screen to its final status between keystrokes. 
And never, ever, misses a key! 

For a complete description, WRITE or PHONE 
for our FREE eight page brochure! 

Diskette $79.95 INTELPRO (514)-656-8798 

5825 Baillargeon St. Brossard, Quebec, Canada J4Z 1T1 

WE'RE DEALER FRIENDLY! 



TURBO COPV 

A HIGH SPEED DISK COPIER 
AND FORMATTER FOR THE 99/4A

DUPLICATE COPY PROTECTED DISKETTES FOR BACKUP PURPOSES 
COPIES ENTIRE SINGLE SIDED DISK BETWEEN TWO DRIVES IN LESS THAN ONE 
11INUTE WITH FULL DATA VERIFICATION ON THE COPY DISKETTE 
COPIES DOUBLE SIDED DISKETTES IN LESS THAN TWO l'IINUTES 
TEST OPTION ALLOWS COl'IPARISON OF COPY DISKETTES TO NASTER DISKETTE 
FORl'IATS SINGLE SIDED DISKETTES IN THIRTY FIVE SECONDS WITH COl'IPLETE 
DATA FIELD TESTING !SEVENTY SECONDS FOR DOUBLE SIDED DISKETTES) 
COPIES FROl'I DRIVE ONE TO DRIVES TIIO AND THREE TO ALLON QUICKER l'IASS 
PRODUCTION OF SOFTWARE 
SPECIAL FORl1ATTING OPTION ALLOWS YOU TO USE SEQUENTIAL TRACK/SECTOR 
ARRANSEl'IENT FOR QUICKER DISK 1/0 WITH SOl'IE PROSRAl'IS WHILE REl'IAINING 
FULLY COl'IPATABLE 
WORKS WITH EDITOR/ASSEl'IBLER, l'IINI l'IEl'IORY, EXTENDED BASIC, THRITER 
ONE OR l'IORE DISK DRIVES AND 32K l'IEl'IORY EXPANSION 

ONLY $21.95 

SLINKVBUG 

A DEBUGGING AID FOR 99/4A 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE PROGRAMMERS 

SCREEN DISPLAY OF m BYTES OF 6ROl'I, VDP, OR CPU l'IEl'IORY IN BOTH HEX 
CODE AND ASCII AT THE SAl'IE Til'IE 
EXAIUNE AND TOGGLE ANY CRU BIT 111TH DISPLAY OF 128 BITS AT ONE Tll'IE 
ENTER AT ANY PO I NT IN CHOSEN l'IEl'IORY AND PAGE FORWARD OR BACKWARD TO 
OTHER BLOCKS OF l'IEl'IORY 
CURSOR DRIVEN TO TYPE ASCII OR HEX CODE DIRECTLY INTO SPECIFIED VDP 
RAIi, OR CPU RAl'I l'IEl'IORY LOCATIONS AS THEY ARE DISPLAYED 
40 COLUl'IN DISPLAY 111TH THE ADDRESS OF THE LEADING BYTE IN EACH LINE 
DISPLAYED IN THE LEFT COLUl'IN 
CONTAINS HEX COUNTER WHICH UPDATES EACH Til'IE YOU l'IOVE THE CURSOR 50 
YOU KNOW WHICH ADDRESS IT IS PO I NTINS TO AT ALL Til'IES 
EXECUTE OTHER l'IACHINE CODE PROSRAl'IS FRON SLINKYBU6 
SLINKYBUS CAN BE ACCESSED FROl'I TI BASIC, OR OTHER ASSEl'IBLY LANGUAGE 
PR06RAl'IS THROUGH BREAKPOINTS 
NENU ALLOWS INSTANT EXAl'IINATION OF THE WORKSPACES OF OTHER ASSEl'IBLY 
LANGUAGE PROSRAl'IS AS THEY ARE AT THE POINT OF ENTERING SLINKYBUS 
RETURNS TO ANOTHER PROSRAl'I AT THE POINT OF LEAVINS AND RESTORES THE 
$CREEN AS IT WAS AT THE Tll'IE SLINKYBUG WAS ACCESSED 
THE CURSOR CAN BE SWITCHED BETWEEN ASCII AND HEX CODE AND WILL KEEP 
'IT'S PLACE AT THE BYTE YOU ARE EXAl'IININS 
ANY PASE CAN BE PRINTED TO ANY OUTPUT DEVICE EXCEPT CASSETTE 
RELOCATABLE WITHIN THE 32K l'IEl'IORY EXPANSION, OR CAN BE NADE TO LOAD 
ENTIRELY WITHIN THE NINI l'IEl'IORY CARTRID6E 
DISKETTE INCLUDES VERSION WHICH CAN BE ACCESSED THROUGH BREAKPOINTS 
IN BIT l'IAP PROGRAl'IS 
WELL COl'll'IENTED SOURCE CODE IS INCLUDED ON THE DISKETTE TD ALLON YOU 
TO l'IODIFY SLINKYBUG TD SUIT YOUR NEEDS 
REQUIRES EDITOR/ASSENBLER OR l'IINI l'IEl'IORY, l'IEl'IORY EXPANSION AND DISK 
SYSTEl'I 

ONLY $29.95 

NAME __________________ --t 
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SYSTEM TESTS 

A PACKAGE OF TEST PROGRAMS 
FOR THE 99/4A COMPUTER SYSTEM 

CONSOLE TEST PROSRAl'I T06GLES EVERY VDP RAl'I BIT TO l'IAKE SURE DATA IS 
BEING l'IAINTAINED, CHECKS FOR ADDRESSING ERRORS, VERIFIES ALL SYSTEl'I 
SOFTWARE, CHECKS SCRATCHPAD RAl'I, AND ALSO INCLUDES DIAGNOSTIC ERROR 
REPORTING 
l'IEl'IORY EXPANSION TEST CHECKS EVERY RAl'I BIT IN THE l'IEl'IORY EXPANSION, 
CHECKS THE REFRESH, AND INCLUDES DIASNOSTIC ERROR REPORTING 
SPEECH SYNTHES! ZER TEST CHECKS TO l'IAKE SURE YOUR SPEECH SYNTHES! ZER 
IS jjQRK I NS PROPERLY 
ALL TESTS INCLUDED ON ONE DISKETTE 
CONSOLE TEST AND SPEECH TEST REQUIRE 32K EXPANSION, DISK DRIVE, AND 
EITHER EXTENDED BASIC, l'IINI l'IEl'IORY OR EDITOR/ASSEl'IBLER 
l!El'IORY EXPANSION TEST IIUST BE LOADED WITH IIINI MEMORY 

ONLY $17.95 

TAPE TO DISK 

TRANSFERS CASSETTE 
BASED FILES TO DISKETTE 

TRANSFER SCOTT ADAl'IS ADVENTURES FROl'I CASSETTE TO DISKETTE !FOR YOUR 
PERSONAL USE ONLY) 
CAN ALSO BE USED TO TRANSFER PROTECTED EXTENDED BASIC PROGRAl'IS FROl'I 
CASSETTE TO DISKETTE 
REQUIRES DISK SYSTEl'I AND NINI l'IEl'IORY ALONE OR EDITOR/ASSEMBLER WITH 
l'IEl'IORY EX PANS ION 

ONLY $17.95 

CASSETTE BACKUP 

BACKS UP CASSETTE 
BASED FILES TO CASSETTE 

PROTECT ASA INST LOSS OF VALUABLE SCOTT A DANS ADVENTURE CASSETTES OR 
VALUABLE PROTECTED EXTENDED BASIC CASSETTES 
AVAILABLE ON CASSETTE FOR USE II I TH l'I IN I l'IEl'IORY 

ONLY $12.95 

GREAT IDEAS COME FROM KNOW-WARE 

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO: 

KNOW-WARE 

BOX 53674

LUBBOCK, TX 79453

<TEXAS RESIDENTS ADD 57. SALES TAX> 

ADDRESS ________________ f----------------,r--;--

CITY/STATE/ZIP _____________ +----------------r----r--

57. SALES TAX <TEXAS ONLY> 
TOTAL,_ __ _,_ __ 
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Bubble sort in Forth 
By HOW AHD A. ARNOLD 

Here is a Forth procedure for 

doing a bubble sort on a disk resident 

file. You may incorporate it in your 

file management or data base pro

grams or use it independently to do 

an alphabetic sort on a series of 

entries in order to test your Forth 

wings. Though written in Tl-Forth, 

it should be easily convertible to 

other dialects. 

In the interest of keeping the 

procedure on a single Forth screen, I 

have omitted on-screen comments. 

These comments and explanations 

are offered here in case the code 

isn't entirely self-explanatory. 

Line 1: Variable declaration 

FLAG is used to indicate whether 

a postition switch has been made of 

any records within a given pass 

through the file. 

MAXRECS stores the total  

number of  records to be sorted. It  is 

initialized here to a value if con

stant, or may be changed by your 

application program to retain the 

number of records to be sorted if 

that number is changed in the parent 

program. 

#R E C O R D  i s  t h e  n u m b e r 

(between O and MAXRECS) of the 

record currently being accessed. 

Lines 2-3: Constant declarations 

R-LENGTH is the maximum

length of the strings being sorted. 

W-LENGTH is the length of the

string to be examined for alphabetic 

sorting. 

FILES is the number of the Forth 

screen on which the first record is 

stored in the file to be sorted. 

REC/BLK is the number of 

records which will fit on a given 

screen. This is calculated based on 

the R-LENGTH declared. 

TEMP is a pad set aside for tem

porarily storing a string whose posi

tion is to be switched during the sort. 

It must be allotted a length at least 

as great as R-LENGTH. 

SCR #88 
0 < BUBBLE SORT> 

1 1 VARIABLE FLAG 16 VARIABLE MAXRECS O VARIABLE #RECORD 
2 64 CONSTANT R-LENGTH 30 CONSTANT W-LENGTH 78 CONSTANT FILES 

3 1024 R-LENGTH / CONSTANT REC/BLK O VARIABLE TEMP BO ALLOT 

4 2DUP OVER OVER ; : NOT O+ ; : MOVE 2 / MOVE ; 

5 -TEXT 2DUP + SWAP DO DROP 2+ DUP 2-@ I@ - DUP IF DUP ABS

6 / LEAVE THEN 2 +LOOP SWAP DROP ; 
7 :  RECORD 

8 #RECORD@ REC/BLK /MOD FILES + BLOCK SWAP R-LENGTH * + ;
9 SWITCH RECORD DUP -1 #RECORD + 1 RECORD DUP TEMP R-LENGTH MOVE 

10 R-LENGTH MOVE TEMP SWAP R-LENGTH MOVE 1 FLAG ! UPDATE ; 

11 SORT MAXRECS@ 1- 0 DO I #RECORD ! RECORD W-LENGTH 1 #RECORD 

12 +! RECORD -TEXT O > IF SWITCH ENDIF #RECORD@ . LOOP l 
13 DOSORT BEGIN FLAG@ IF O FLAG ! SORT ENDIF FLAG@ NOT UNTIL 1 
14 FLAG 1 ; 

15 WRITE #RECORD I RECORD R-LENGTH EXPECT UPDATE ;

Lines 4-6: Compatibility definitions 

These definitions, mostly taken 

from Leo Brodie's "Starting Forth," 

provide compatibility between the 

FIG-Forth standards and the TI

Forth language. Note that the defini

tion for MOVE, since it uses the pre

viously defined word MOVE within 

its own definition, should be loaded 

only once. In other words, FORGET 

FLAG each time you reload this 

screen to avoid unexpected results. 

Line 7: RECORD definition 

This word provides the address of 

the buffer storing the string cur

rently being accessed. 

Line 9: SWITCH definition 

This word switches the position of 

two strings in adjacent locations in 

the file. The string from the lower 

location is stored in TEMP, the next 

higher string stored in its place and 

the TEMP string is written to the 

higher of the two locations. The 

buffer  is  then marked with 

UPDATE so that it can be subse

quently FLUSHED to the disk file. 

Line 11: SORT definition 

This word examines two adjacent 

strings of length W-LENGTH using 

the word -TEXT defined on line 6. If 

-TEXT returns a 1, indicating that

the strings are out of alphabetic

order, the word SWITCH defined

above is called, inverting the two

positions. 

Line 13: DOSORT definition 

This is the final USER WORD 

which initiates the sort. It keeps 

track of the status of FLAG and con

tinues calling SORT until a complete 

examination of the record is 

accomplished without the necessity 

for an alphabetical swap. 

Line 15: WRITE definition 

In order to build a file to test the 

program, the word WRITE is pro

vided. Use WRITE like this: 

n WRITE (ENTER) xxxxxxxxxx 

(ENTER) 

where n is the record of the string 

to be entered, and xxxxxxxxxx is the 

string itself. 

Be sure to change variable MAX

RECS to agree with the number of 

records to be sorted with the com

mand n MAXRECS ! (after loading 

the screen); n in this case being the 

total number of records to be sorted. 

You'll find this to be a surprisingly 

fast bubble sort, I suppose because 

of the inherent speed of Forth. 

Enjoy! 

Arnold is a retired engineering 

manager of AT&T Technologies. He 

now does freelance writing and con

sulting both in computer program

ming and manufacturing technol

ogy. He can be reached at 210 Beech 

Valley Rd., Lewisville, NC 27023. 
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Fur, splashes and smoke 
Good old Bowser may be man's 

best friend, but he isn't necessarily 
the computer's. 

He's well-trained, you say? Knows 
better than to touch it? 

So far, so good, but only if you are 
well-trained, too. If you reach down 
to pet him, you need to ground your
self before using your TI99/4A, 
warns Richard Wells, a TI customer 
service representative in Austin, 
Texas. 

Your finest Limoges china, ·or a 
Japanese ceramic mug from the hard
ware store for that matter, will not 
generate as much static electricity as 
styrofoam, but even if the contents 
within were brewed by Mrs. - Olsen 
herself, it's best to take your coffee 
break away from the TI99/4A as 
spills of liquids won't do it any good 
whatsoever. 

wreak havoc on a diskette. 
When setting up a work station, he 

advises, the power supply for the 
computer, the peripheral expansion 
box and the TV monitor should all 
be one one line. You should try to 
keep your stereo, calculator and other 
items on a different power outlet. 

''The majority of my repairs are 
from user abuse," Wells says. He 
notes that the TI keyboard is 
responsive to only a slight touch of 
a finger, "but some people just type 
away.'' 

Petting an animal, or even just 
walking across the carpet "you 
generate an incredible amount of 
static electricity that breaks down a 
circuit,'' Wells says. Other sources 
of static electricity are such activities 
as pulling a sweater on and off and 
picking up and putting down a 
styrofoam cup. 

The computer doesn't mind if you 
smoke, Wells says, but smoking isn't 
a good idea for the disk drive and 
diskettes. (And though smok� might 
not bother the computer, ashes 
might.) 

The single most important piece of 
advice he has for a TI994/ A user, he 
says, is "Keep it clean." It is important to keep magnets 

away from the computer, he says, 
and to store diskettes at least four feet 
away. Some television sets, he notes, 
generate magnetic fields that can 

It is a good idea to keep the 
computer covered when not in use, 
he says. Dust covers are available, 

( Please turn to Page 22) 

Words to the wise on equipment 

The standard advice whenever users intend to 
remove or replace a card in their peripheral 
expansion box is to unplug it and wait at least two 
minutes before doing anything. This is to allow 
electrical charges in the cards to drain off. 

Advice when moving equipment during the win
ter months is to let it sit for at least an hour before 
turning it on after coming in from the cold. Rapid 
changes in temperature are accompanied by 
changes in humidity, which results in condensa
tion. This condensation will screw up the works if 
not allowed to evaporate before electronic equip
ment of any kind is turned on. Minimizing temper
ature extremes is helpful in this regard. If possible, 
carry your equipment in the passenger compart
ment of your car· rather than in the unheated 
trunk. 

Static electricity also becomes a greater prob
lem during winter months than at any other sea
son. This is due to a number of reasons, including 
the fact that the atmosphere is drier during cold 
spells. Also, most home heating systems tend to 
produce very dry heat, which increases the likeli
hood of static electricity. 

Unless measures are taken to deal with these 
'conditions, computer users are likely to bring a lot 
of static to their computer stations. Static electric
ity can create a variety of problems in computer 
equipment, ranging from temporary loss of 
memory to permanent damage to computer 
circuitry. 

Solutions to these problems include the use of an 
anti-static spray on carpets, the use of anti-static 
mats and the placement of a humidifier near the 
computer to increase the humidity. Not placing a 
computer station in a carpeted area is also helpful. 

Anti-static mats include a ground wire that is 
connected to the plate of a grounded electrical 
outlet. The user then merely touches the mat prior 
to operating the computer to eliminate static dis
charges from his body. Touching the mat periodi
cally helps to prevent static electricity from build
ing up. These mats come in a variety of sizes. 
Console-size mats are price in the $30-$40 range and 
may be purchased from office supply stores that 
carry computer supplies. There are also large 
mats designed to be placed under the computer 
station. 
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= �ISK 
E iFIXER

Unlocks the secrets of the disk and lets 
you access hidden or "lost" informa
tion. Disk Fixer is a must for the serious 

Tl 99/4A user who has a "sick disk" 

which suffers from a damaged directory. 

This program lets you recover unscathed 

information by searching your disk by sec

tor rather than file name. Disk Fixer lets 

you display/print the actual binary con

tents with a single command. It allows you 

to change any byte on any sector, even 

move data from one sector to another. 

>JAV 101 ..................... $35.95 

:70NSOLE 
\_;WRITER 
Turns your console into a word pro
cessor without disk-drive memory. With 

just your console, a printer and this uni

que cartridge program you can begin word 

processing today. Features include a full 

screen text editor that lets you Insert and 

Delete characters and complete lines. The 

program is extremely easy to use yet 

powerful enough to handle most home 

word processing applications. 

NAV 115 ..................... $44.95 

"'E1!ATABASE 
§ lMANAGEMENT

A customized transaction, filing and 
reporting system for the small 
business. This comprehensive program

controls customer activity, organizes in

ventory, and tracks business transactions. 

It allows you to develop and organize your 

files, design your own screens, customize 

data entry and index information by multi

ple keys. A powerful sort utility will 

organize entire disk files in any sequence 

by up to six keys. DISK DRIVE RE

QUIRED. 
NAV 114 ..................... $64.95 

NOW IN STOCK! PERCOM DATA 

TX 99 DISK DRIVE SYSTEM 

ONLY 

s299es 
COMPLETE 

The Percom Data system is a sleekly designed, plug-compatible disk drive system that requires no 

expansion boxes or extra controller cards to add single-sided/single-density disk drive capacity to the Tl 99/4A. 

This is a low cost free-standing 5¼" floppy disk drive system. It stores up to 92,000 characters on a single 

disk. It comes complete with cables and a disk manager command module to provide all your disk utility 

programs. PER 100 .................................................................. 29 9.95 

A
. 
delightful new w

. 
ay of interac

. 
ting 

with your computer to design de
tailed and colorful images . Designed 

SKETCH for use by all ages. 

MASTER- Includes 
• SUPER SKETCH graphics tablet and 

LOW PRICE software cartridge 
• STARTER KIT with drawings to trace 

$4495
EASY TO USE 

NO PERIPHERALS REQUIRED 

SST Expanded BASIC Compiler 

The SST Expanded BASIC Compiler translates your BASIC 
program directly into machine language while allowing you 
to edit and debug using Tl BASIC. 

Example: A For Loop from 1 to 30,000 
Tl BASIC 85 sec 

SST Expanded BASIC 1.25 sec 
Contains most of the features of Extended BASIC plus many 
more including: 

• Sprites, Sound and String Functions 
• Bit Map Mode for High Resolution Graphics 
• Integer Arithmetic for Speed and Memory Conservation 
• T>,e Ability to Read and Write to a Disk Drive 
• The Ability to Access the RS232 Interface 
• The /\.bility to allow you to build your own features into 

the Compiler. If ycu need a feature not in the Compiler, 
y0u ::an easily acid it. 

Requires: Memory Expansion; either Editor/Assembler or 

only�$49.95 
UNISOURCE SLASHES THE PRICE! 

SIGNALMAN MARK Ill MODEM 
A low cost direct connect high quality and super 
reliable Tl 99/4A compatible modem that comes com
plete and ready to use Just plug it into a Tl RS232. 

ANC 100. . . ............... 89.95 

SIGNALMAN MARK X MODEM 
300 Baud Auto Dial/Auto Answer 
ANC 103 .................................... 159.95 

SIGNALMAN XII MODEM 
1200 Baud Auto Dial/Auto Answer 

ANC 102 .. .................... 349.95 

� UNISOURCE .. � 
[a] YOUR ONE SOURCE FOR ALL YOUR 

,----------------, 

I FREE WITH THIS COUPON 

I PRI-CE UPDATE FL YER 
Tl PERIPHERALS AND SOFTWARE NEED.S! 
TOLL FREE: 1-800-858-4580 (operator 90)

(in Texas: 1-806-745-8834) 

I UNISOURCE ELECTRONICS I
I P.O. BOX 64240 I 
I LUBBOCK, TX 79464 I 
L----------------� 



:�PEED 
0READING 
Version A for teens and adults: This 
new program provides extensive practice 
in taking in more print faster. Frequent 
tests prove that not only is your rate of 
reading greatly increased, but you are 
also improving your level of comprehen
sion. Complete workbook included. 
NAV 112 ..................... $44.95 

Version B for children: A comprehen
sive course created especially for children 
8 through 13. Practice drills are geared to 
increasing reading speed and improving 
comprehension levels. Progress tests and 
scores add to satisfaction and confidence. 
Complete workbook included. 
NAV 113 ..................... $44.95 

= .= OMEWORK 
f7HELPER+ 

Makes homework fun, develops basic 
computer skills. This new educational 
program for children 8 years and older, 
features a built-in 20,000 word checker 
dictionary to identify spelling errors. 
Homework Helper is a simple-to-use tool 
for improving study habits, written work 
quality, and planning class assignments. 
Homework Helper contains a word pro
cessor which includes standard format for 
book reports and class projects. DISK 
DRIVE REQUIRED. 
NAV 106 A ................... $47.95 
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:�UPER
L=DUPER 
Safeguards masters fast. Use the high
speed Super-Duper program cartridge to 
duplicate your disks, single and double 
sided, then lock away your originals. For 
single-drive systems, a special data
compression routine stores most of your 
information in expanded memory to 
reduce disk swapping. Most disks are 
copied in one or two passes - and Super
Duper works even faster with multiple
drive systems The proaram automatically 
formats blank diskettes before copying and 
allows you to verify your back-ups byte for 
byte against the originals. 
NAV 111 ..................... $34.95 

OUR MOST POPULAR PRINTER! 

GEMINI 1 OX PRINTER: 
In addition to the feature on the most popular printer, it has: 

THE ULTIMATE PROGRAMMING TOOL 

SXBTM 

• 120 cps Pr;nt Speed, compared with 80 cps 

• Friction and Tractor Feed 

Super Extended BASIC (SXB) is a powerful extension to the 

Tl Extended BASIC programming language. SXB is compris

ed of over 100 TMS9900 Assembly Language subroutines 

which substantially expand your Extended BASIC program· 

ming capabilities on the Tl Home Computer. The 

subroutines are easily involved with the LINK subprogram. In 

essence, it is now possible to access the raw power of 

assembly language with only a knowledge of Extended 

BASIC and the 76 page reference manual provided with the 

program. All SXB subroutines are invoked with the following 

format 

SPECIAL PRICED UNI 142 •................. ....... 26995

WITH PURCHASE OF PARALLAX INTERFACE 8995 UNI 142 AX. . ..... TOTAL PRICE 3599o 
OR 

WITH PURCHASE OF RS232 CARD 8995 AND CABLE 2995 UNI 142 CIC . TOTAL PRICE 38985 

PRINTER 27995 WITH PURCHASE OF CABLE 2995 UNI 142 Cbl . 

PRINTER ALONE .. 

.... TOT AL PRICE 30995 

TOT AL PRICE 28995 

FINAL OPPORTUNITY! 

CALL LINK (subroutine-name[argument-list]) 

Subroutine names are a maximum of six characters in 

length. Except for the six miscellaneous subroutines, the 

first two characters of each subroutine name are a prefix 

representing the SXB category the subroutine falls into 

Price includes a six month subscription of update informa

tion about SXB which will fit into the custom made 3-ring 

binder. A provision is available for acquiring a backup copy 

at a reasonable cost 

Requires. Extended BASIC, 32K Memory 

only $84.95 

Effective very soon, Texas Instruments will recall all Tl-produced soft

ware from the open market. This may be your final opportunity to pur

chase TI software at never-before-heard-of prices. We have many 

thousands of dollars worth of TI software still available. Of course, we 

will continue to provide the best in third party peripherals, software and 

support. Call today while selections are still large. 

EXCLUSIVE DIS TRIBU TOR FOR 

EXCELTEC EX TENDED BASIC!! 

NEW EX TENDED BASIC from EXCELTEC-Performs 

everything the original Texas Instruments Extended 

BASIC could at tremendous savings over the original Tl 

module! 

This fully compatible language has the following 

feature enhancements: multi-statement lines, IF- THEN

ELSE statements, direct screen accessing, output format

ting with "using" clause, BASIC sub-programs with 

arguments and local variables, auto booting of disk pro

grams, easy control of up to 28 sprites from BASIC, pro

gram chaining, merging of code, protected programs, 
ON ERROR statements and BOOLEAN functions such as 
AND, OR, NOT, etc. This powerful new software provides 

access to an additional 32K memory expansion when pre

sent and allows you to run the many third party programs 

written in Extended BASIC. Also includes very helpful 

user manual comparable to the original Tl manual. 

LOWEST PRICE EVER!! 

STA 113 .............................. $69.95 

UNISOURCE 

ENCYCLOPEDIA CATALOG 
Contains over 1,000 items for your Tl 

9914A Home Computer, many now at 
reduced prices. 

Our first three catalogs were so 
popular that we hastened our fourth 
catalog into the mails, full of hardware, 
peripherals and software for your Tl com
puter. 

It's in color, over 80 pages, and fully 
describes what is required for each pro

---�duct to be functional. 
It's only $3 (refundable with first order) 

plus $1. 50 shipping and is available for 
immediate delivery. Our operators are 
standing by. VISA, MC welcome. Call 
now! 

ORDER BY PHONE CALL TOLL FREE 

� 
1-800-858-4580
(in Texas call 1-806-745-8834) 
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BUBBLE, BUBBLE TOIL AND TROUBLE-

(Continuedfrom Page 19) 

he notes, but the user can cover the 
computer with '' a nice towel if 
nothing else.'' 

of causing damage to the integrated 
circuits. 

GROM port. 
Wells says that children, including 

his own three-year-old niece, can 
benefit from using the TI99/4A. 

Also, he says, "It needs to be in 
one place. The RF modulator that 
hooks the console up to the TV has 
very sensitive wiring. The console 
needs to be left stationary.'' The disk 
drive needs to be kept clean also, 
Wells says. This may be done with 
a disk drive cleaning kit, which 
contains a brush and nonresidue 
alcohol for cleaning the read/write 
head. 

Wells also notes that users should 
not remove peripheral cards as a 
matter of routine. The contacts can 
become worn, causing problems later 
on. 

"The 99/4A home computer is a 
wonderful educational toy,'' he says. 
'' Like all things of this nature, it 
should have adult supervision.'' The console needs to be level, 

''where it can't get knocked off,'' he 
says. 

It is important, he says, not to 
confuse the computer with a toy, 
however. 

Wells recommends that users 
steadfastly TI' s advice of unplugging 
the PEB or peripheral device and 
letting it sit for two minutes before 
pulling out expansion cards and 
removing the device. This allows the 
static electricity to "drain" out. 

There are few problems with 
printers, he notes, because they are 
"built so darn tough." Printers, too, 
need to be kept clean and dust free, 
and sometimes users do not replace 
the ribbons often enough. 

Toy magnets near a computer, he 
notes, could cause problems. 

Approximately 40 percent of his 
customers, however, use the 99/4A 
as a business computer, he says. 
Though these customers are more 
sophisticated and generally take 
better care of their computers, it is 
hard to say whether their computers 
have fewer repair problems. 

Never unplug peripherals while the 
power is on, Wells warns, for fear 

Children using the computer cause 
some of the most bizarre problems 
for Wells, the most memorable being 
when he pulled out pennies that a 
child had shoved in through the 
GROM port. Wells has also had 
instances of bubble gum inside the 

With a customer like this, Wells 
notes, the computer gets used more. 

They're selling like hot cakes 
Once again-but only for a day-the TI99/4A was 

the best-selling home computer in the country. 
Tex-Comp held a one-day warehouse sale in the 

San Fernando Valley section of Los Angeles Dec. 2 
and sold more than 1,000 TI computer packages. 

The Los Angeles Times reported in a major feature 
that many customers had driven more than a hundred 
miles for a chance to buy the computer. 

At the one-day cash and carry event, customers 
could buy a package consisting of the 99/4A console, 
a Data Bar Optical Scanner, a Data Bar software 
library, four Datamost Tl99/4A books and 32 games 
on cassette, all for $99.95. 

Jerry Price of Tex-Comp said the sale was primar
ily to create a continued awareness and interest in._ 
the 99/4A. Price located a large number of consoles 
left over from a promotion TI did with Dupont Car
peting and was able to have them shipped to Califor� 
nia for the sale. 

Needing extra space for the sale, Tex-Comp made 
arrangements to use the warehouse of Head Compu
ter Products, a manufacturer of disk head cleaners 
which are also carried by Tex-Comp. Head's ware
house and offices are located about a mile from Tex
Comp's warehouse so purchasers could go from the 
sale to Tex-Camp's warehouse store and purchase 
additional software and accessories. 

Full-page ads in the Dec. 1 and 2 Los Angeles Times 
and small supporting ads in the area papers for four_ 

days gave notice of the sale. 
Representatives from Texas Instruments were 

present at the sale to assure purchasers of after sale 
support. Purchasers also received information from 
CorComp Inc. on expanding the unit. (A MICROpen
dium flyer was also given to each purchaser.) 

The sale exceeded Tex-Camp's wildest expecta
tions, Price said. Prospective customers began lin
ing up at 5 a.m. for the sale, which began at 10 a.m. 
By 10 a.m., the line was more than two blocks long 
and growing. However, Price says, the logistics had 
been worked out so the crowds of anxious purchasers 
could move through quickly. 

Wben a purchaser reached the building's entrance, 
he would see the computer running the TI demon
stration cartridge from Tex-Comp's archives, along 
with other discontinued collectibles, such as Termi
nal Emulator I, Diagnostics and Speech Editor. Tex
Comp installed two telephone lines with credit card 
reading modems for quick clearance of credit pur
chases. In the warehouse office, a Tl99/4A with a 
cassette recorder, Gemini lOX printer and Axiom 
interface generated each invoice using a program 
bqsed on a program written years ago for Tex-Comp 
by Peter Cookman of Denali Data. (Cookman inven
ted the bus bar which allowed condensation of the old 
stand-alone TI system.) 

( Please turn to Page 34) 
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TOOLBOX 

SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL SPECIAL 

ASSEMBLY TUTOR: A step-by-step guide in learning machine language on 
your Tl ....................................................................... $14.50 

10 EXAMPLES: Ten well-documented examples in assembly language. 
Examples include DSR, BIT MAP, SPRITES, and MORE. Source and object 
code on disk ................................................................. $19.00 

PROGRAM WRITER: Now you can write BASIC programs with your word 
processor and then make them run. Works great for editing programs. And 
for those of you who "down load" programs, you no longer have to type the 
programs in by hand! Comes with a EDITOR program. This program 
requires Extended BASIC and Disk System ............................. $18.00 

DISASSEMBLER: This program is written in assembly language so you can 
"unassemble" machine code with great speed. You may send the output to 
disk, printer, screen or any combination ................................ $14.50 

GAME: Caterpillar is a game that runs in BASIC or Mini-Memory machine 
language. It's a fast-action maze game for hours of fun ............... $12.50 

We have sold hundreds of these products at their retail price. NOW for a 1/mlted time you may 

purchase ALL of the above products for ONLY: 

$42.50 
We wlll also send with your order, the Unprotectlon "poke" so you can unprotect Extended 
BASIC programs//!! 

Send check or money order to: 

The Softies Inc. 
P.O. Box 26484 

Minneapolis, MN 55426 

Minnesota orders add 6% sales tax. Postage Is $,J.:Sp. ¢0,p-'ordef1,� $a,.i50
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Winning entry 

Watch these notes 
Michael Christianson of Pekin, 

Illinois, submitted the winning entry 

in our second Software Improve

ment Contest. Entrants were asked 

to make improvements to a brief 

program that simulates an organ in 

BASIC. Entries were limited to 1,500 

bytes. 

Christianson's entry uses the left 

side of the keyboard to represent the 

natural notes and the right side to 

represent the sharps and flats. The 

entry includes a screen depicting a 

piano-like keyboard with white and 

black keys. When a key on the con

sole is pressed, a musical note 

appears on the screen keyboard to 

indicate the location of the key. Also, 

a red musical note symbol is placed 

on the screen in a random position. 

Each time a key is pressed, another 

note symbol is added to the display. 

For his efforts, Christianson 

received the $50 first prize. 

100 REM BY M.CHRISTIANS 

ON WITH JIM BOWMAN K 

IBITZING DEC 1,1984** 

************* 

110 CALL CLEAH 

120 CALL SCREEN(15) 

130 CALL CHAR(65, "FF818 

1 81 8181 81 81 II 
) 

140 CALL CHAR(66, 1181818 

1818181818:1. 11
) 

150 CALL CHARC67, 1
181818 

181818181FF") 

160 CALL CHAR(80, 11 FF 11

) 

170 CALL CHAR<81, 11 FF818 

18181818181 11

) 

180 CALL CHAR(:1.33, 11 0406 

05061D3C3C18 11
) 

190 CALL COLOR<S,2,16) 

200 CALL COLOR(B,2�2) 

210 PRINT II QF'F'PPPPF'P 

F'F'F'F'F'F'PPF'F'PF'Q II 

220 PRINT II 
m� sTien 

way 99./4a ��0 11 

230 PRINT II 
zzzzzzzzz 

ZZZZZZZZZZZZZ
11 

240 PR I NT II ZAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAA z II 

250 PRINT II ZBBBBBBBB 

BBBBBBBBBBBBZ 11 

260 PF:INT II 
zcccccccc 

CCCCCCCCCCCCZ 11 

270 PRINT II Zabcdefga 

bcdefgabcdefZ 11 

280 PRINT II ZAAAAAAAA 

AAAAAAAAAAAAZ 11 

290 PRINT II ZBBBBBBBB 

BBBBBBBBBBBBZ 11 

300 PRINT II 
zcccccccc 

CCCCCCCCCCCCZ 11 

310 CALL COLOR<S,2,16) 

320 OPTION BASE 0 

330 DIM N0(20),N(20) 

340 FOR A=O TO 20 

350 READ NO(A),N(A) 

360 NEXT A 

( Please turn to Page 26) 

LOWEST PRICES ANYWHERE 

FOR Tl99/4A PRODUCTS! 

• DATA TRAC•

LANK CASSETTES 
-06, C-10, C-12, C-20, C-24, C-32

From the ludlng supplier ol Computer BUY THE BEST, AT FACTORY-DIRECT P�/CES 

Cassettes, new, longer length C·12"s •,.. c-1z-, • c-11·, _ ..... tAllm( rr-- tADOT 
(6 minutes per side) provide the extra •""-· ... ,, • � 111/500 - 12 - 1.1.■ 
lhl IHI nNded for some 161( """'rlffll. 

100 ao. .. n,. -� 110/500 .,. _ � 
.,..,... iF<MCodcly--noc-J ---

• IIASF-LHD (DPS) wond standard tape ---------1 ""' - cord 
• Prtm,um 5 1cm SMII .,th ltldtr � TMCTDI fllll • INl-cur --
• lnt1m1hot11lly Kcl11m1d Thou11nd1 of \\ii"�"t:�:n1120�000 

FREE 
1111111 Ultll COlOMD ..-u • ""'"" 1 CADCl'f WITN nun• 

• Error Frtt • Monty back gu1nnttt ttEW � oo,� � �= '--- 1
� ��"':!...,1 

� Call: a1anoo-0330 � ORDER NOW . . .  MAIL TO -
FOR IMMEmATE DELIVERY 

YORN 10 
9525 Vasaar Ave . .. t 

on Credit Card Orders. Chatsworth, CA 91311 

f"'. ::--:-o::; 
-;:o:N

- -;;r.: • ORDER FORM - - - - - - - - - - -_:;, 
C--Oil 1.00 1100 Each cassette includes 2 labels only. Boxes sold separate-
.,.... 7.00 1100 ly. In Continental U.S. shipment by U.P.S. II Parcel Post 
t-10 7.SO ,._oo preferred, check here. D 
�� ;� 1

1
:·: Check or M.O. enclosed O Send Quantity Discounts 0 

t-2• t.oo 11.00 Charge to credit card: VISA O MASTERCARD 0 
c-32 11.00 21.00 

1--.'::-:.,---<.-....,...�:-1-00--..�-:,-1000-__. Card No. _________ Exp. __ 
t-. i..- D •.00,100 □ l0.00.-1000 

1-"�=,-=c.=-.,,-r.,2_95_u....._0ty_---4_--1 
Name-----------

1-:-c.tcc-. ---1114� .... -,..--=IU''--'--'TOT=Al'-4---I Address _________ _ 

_., _____ " 
3.50 City _____ State/Zip ___ _ 

�--;;..;;;-="°'=..,=· -==°'=-:;_--+-� Signature _____ Phone __ _ 
.__ ____ T_OT_AL_._____, Ask about our DUPLICATING SERVICE 
---------------------------------� 

Super Sketch-$45.00 
Disk drive enclosures-$65.00 

WICO joysticks-$13.00 
Standalone PIO interface-$82.00 

Navarone Cartridge expander-$30.00 
Console covers-$5.50 

lnfocom-$28.00, $35.00 
Editor/ Assembler-$30.00 

CorComp 9900 Micro Expansion System-$375 

SEND TODAY FOR COMPLETE PRICE LISTI 

Please send me a Yellow Rose Information Services price 
list and order form: 

Name _______________ _ 

Add res...__ ______________ _ 

City/State ______________ _ 

ZIP ________________ _ 

Yellow Rose Information Services 

193 Desiree Lane 

Highland VIiiage, Texas 75067 
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SST Expanded Basic Compiler System 
"The most powerful high level language available for the Tg,I. 9914A" 

NOW ONLY $49.00 
The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains all of the features of the SST BASIC COMPILER, plus most of the features of 
EXTENDED BASIC. It also includes many commands that are not available in Tl BASIC or Tl EXTENDED BASIC. A major feature 
of tr1e SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER is the ability to add your own commands. If you have need of a command not 
commonly found in Basic, you can easily add i1 to our compiler (Editor/Assembler module only). 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER package translates a Basic program into TMS9900 machine language, resulting in a 
great gain in program execution speed. The compiled commands are up to 160 times faster than the corresponding commands 
in Tl BASIC or EXTENDED BASIC. For a comparison we used our Compiler to run the benchmark program for making change in 
the April 1984 MICROpendium. This program takes over 30 minutes in Tl BASIC. When the program was compiled using the SST 
EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER, the program ran in 37 seconds. In fact, you can compile the program, save it on a disk, recail it, 
run it and still be considerably faster than Tl BASIC. 

A second benchmark program appeared in the November 1984 issue of the MICROpendium (page 22). This program took· 

209.4 seconds in Tl BASIC 7.2 seconds in Tl FORTH 
219.6 seconds in Tl EXTENDED BASIC 4.9 seconds in WYCOVE FORTH 

2.5 aeconds In SST BASIC or EXPANDED BASIC 

The SST EXPANDED COMPILER is also many times faster than Tl PASCAL. 

The SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER contains most of the standard features of EXTENDED BASIC and is especially usefui for 
number crunching, text manipulation and for producing arcade type games. However, some translation of a Basic program may 
be required. 

SST Software has invested about two and one half man-years in the development of this package. With the requirements of 
Memory Expansion, Disk Drive and either Editor/ Assembler or Mini- Memory the SST EXPANDED BASIC COMPILER gives you 
the following features: 

• The ability to use sprites, sound, joyst, graphics,
and string functions.

• The ability to write and compile up to 470 lines
of Basic code.

• The ability to link compiled programs together
as one large system.

• The ability to call up to seven compiled programs
from a Tl Basic program.

• The ability to dimension up to 1800 eiement
floating point arrays.

• The use of many of the floating point function
statements available in Tl Basic.

• The ability to do integer arithmetic for extremely
fast execution speed.

• The ability to dimension up to a 12000 element
integer array using Memory Expansion.

• The use of strings for input, output, character
definition and text manipulation.

• The ability to write and debug a Basic program
using the Tl console and interpreter, and then
compile it without the need for retyping.

• The ability to use Bit Map mode for high
resolution graphics.

• The ability to add up to five of your own commands.

• The ability to access a disk drive and the
RS232 interface.

• The ability to store the compiled program
permanently on disk so that it neve.r needs to 'be
compiled again.

• The ability to use the Tl Loader for faster
loading speeds of compiled programs.

• A manual of more than 60 pages.

SST Expanded Basic Compiler System with a High 
Resolution Graphics Package and Text Mode 

NOW ONLY $59.00 
The $59.00 version gives you all the features of the EXPANDED COMPILER plus 40 column mode and 12 new commands for 
high resolution graphics. 

SST Basic Compiler NOW ONLY $30.00 
Contains many of the features of Tl BASIC. Contains graphics, floating point arithmetic and integer arithmetic. Requi es on!y · 
mini-memory and a cassette recorder. Now available on Tape or Disk and can be used with memory expansion. 

SST SOFTWARE, INC. 
BOX 26 • CEDARBURG, WI 53012 • (414) 771-8415 
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PLAY IT AGAIN, SAM-

(Continued from Page 24) 

370 DATA 40000,30,247,2 
,349,6,392,7,440,8,659, 
12,698,13,784,14,1047,1 
7, 11 75, 18, 1319, 19, 1397, 
20,880, 15, 494,'9 
380 DATA 294,4,262,3,22 
0,1,330,5,523,10,587,li 
, 988, 16 
390 CALL KEY(l,Kl,S) 
400 CALL KEYC2�K2,S) 

Reviewed in MICROpendium 
Listed below are the products that have been 

reviewed in MICROpendium and the issues in 
which the reviews appeared. 
B-l Nuclear Bomber .......................... February 
Tandon TM-100 Disk Drive ................. February 
Void .................................................. February 
Beanstalk Adventure ......................... February 
Microsurgeon .................................... February 
On Gaming ........................................ February 
Database 500 . .. ............................. February 
Star Trek ............................................... March 
Escape From Balthazar .......................... March 
Garkon's Getaway .................................. March 
Sky Diver ............................................... March 
Mail-Call ................................................ March 
Prowriter 8510 Printer ............................ March 
Monthly Budget$ Master ........................... April 
Budget Master ......................................... April 

410 K1==K1+1 
420 K2=K2+1 

430 CALL HCHAR(19,7,67, 
20) 
440 CALL HCHARC23,7,67, 
20) 
450 CALL COLOR(5,2,16) 
460 CALL SOUND(-4250,NO 
CK1)*.5,0,NO(K2>,0,N(K1 

)+200,30) 
470 GOSUB 490 
480 GOTO 390 
Home Budget ........................................... April 
Thief ........................................................ April 
Donkey Kong ............................................ April 
Khe Sanh ................................................. April 
Companion Word Processor ....................... May 
Q*Bert ...................................................... May 
Mad-Dog I&II ............................................ May 
Programs for the TI Home Computer ......... May 
Creative Expressions Accounts Receivable/ Ac-
counts Payable ......................................... June 
CDC 9409 Disk Drive ................................. June 
Starship Concord ...................................... June 
Lost Treasure of the Aztec ........................ June 
ASW Tactics II ......................................... June 
Theon Raiders'. .......................................... July 
Introduction to Assembly Language for the TI 
Home Computer ........................................ July 
Game of Wit .............................................. July 
Pole Position ............................................. July 
TE-1200 ................................................. August 

490 IF Kl==O THEN 510 
500 CALL HCHARC23,NCK1) 
+6, 133)
510 IF K2=0 THEN 580
520 CALL HCHAR(19,NCK2)
+6,l.33)
5:30 RANDOMIZE
540 A=INTCRND*l2)+1
550 B=INT.<RND*32)+1
560 CALL HCHAR(A,B, 133)
570 CALL COLORC13,7,1)
!580 RETURN

Tower ................................................. :: August 
Galactic Battle ...................................... August 
Galaxy .................................................. August 
Wycove Forth .................................. September 
99/4 Auto Spell-Check ...................... September 
QUICK-COPYer .............................. September 
Wizard's Dominion .......................... September 
Anchor Automation Mk XII Modem .. September 
Killer Caterpillar .................................. October 
ZORK I ................................................ October 
Defender .............................................. October 
9900 Disk Controller Card/Manager ... November 
Super Bugger ................................... November 
Transtar 120S Printer ....................... November 
Floppy-Copy ............................... , ..... November 
Data Base-X ..................................... November 
Gravity Master ................................ December 
Data Base Manager System .............. December 
Learning 99/4A Assembly Language Program-
ming ................................................ December 

---------------------------. ,:=a======--==-=======-===============:i 

·············································· 

WHY BUY A BASIC PROGRAM? 
··············�·······························

Because LarryVision's Froglips is special. 
Pirst, it's a v.ery fast, entertaining arcade
style galile, featuring quality graphics and 
performance. Second, it includes an alternate 
face-male ing game for added. fun. 

And �ach order recieved before Jan 31 will 
get a FREE booklet of programming aids written 
by Larry Schott. (You've probably got his good 

, •uncle Larry's Fiddle Tunes• program that was 
featured in Home Computer Magazine.) Now ha 
explains Froglips and gives tips to TI BASIC 
and XBASIC programmers who want to squeeze 
more speed out of their Tis. 

Fioglips is available with th• booklet for 
$9.95 on cassette only. (Disk owners can make 
disk baclc-up.) Send check or money order to: 

LARRY VISION 
PO Box 37702 

Jacksonville, FL 32205 

tarryVision brings TI users the finest in 
original, high-quality games. A�k for our 
catalog and see our XBASIC programs like 
PHOTO SAFARI and QUACKERS. 

O"N fflt5MT 

AC'fivlO' Oirt<tor 

ll)e �r\tt ijork limes 
PERSONAL COMPUTER USERS GROUP 

229 West 43rd St. 
N.Y., N.Y. 10036 

llr. James B. Hollende� 
J 6. Jll H Software 
2820 S. Abingdon Street 
Ar l1 ngt on . Va . . 22206 

Dear llr. flollender; 

May 30. 1984 

Having only just received ■y 
personal copy of Super Extended Basic (SXB). it 
would be unfair of me to offer any detailed conaenta. 

However, the raw power and vi ta 11 ty 
of your unique approach and obvious advanced procraa•ina; 
1a so obvious tba t I wanted to take this opportunity to 
express my deep ad■iration for this extension o-f tbe Tl 
Extend•d Basic procraa. 

You have tal<en the TI994/a to a level 
Which far exceeds the wildest imagination of a Baaic 
programmer. l look tor ward w1 tn •ager anticipation· tor 

information updates •• well as any future enhance■enta 
for the Tl99/4a that are in pre�ration. 

Please be a•aured that I ■ball cont•1111e 
to ■upport your cocpany with persona 1 purchase power •• we 11 

•• word of mouth support. 

Keep up tbe good work: 

PS: Inas■uch aa this letter ia unaolicted on your part. you 
have ■y perllliaaion should you so desire, to quote ■e. 

o.,.(B=--
5----'brT.LA.LN. 

,,,__a.a..,,.. .............. ,..._,....,,.._,.,,,..,, 
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Super Sketch 

For high-tech Rembrandts 
By CHRIS BOBBITT 

For years the Tl99/4A has been 
the subject of a lot of criticism for its 
graphics. This is despite the fact 
that the TMS9918 graphics chip, the 
one in the 4A, allows up to 32 inde
pendently moving objects, or 
sprites. And despite a dazzling array 
of 16 colors. Other computers are 
considered "better" graphics 
machines because they a low . the 
programmer to plot, individually, 
various sizes of points on the screen. 
With these machines, each single 
point, or pixil, on the screen can be 
turned on or off; and with some, 
changed from one color to another at 
a single command. 

Many who do any. BASIC pro
gramming realize that with the 4A 
one must "redefine" an already 
existing character code and then 
plot it on the screen before graphics 
can be displayed. They also know 
that each character displayed can 
have only one foreground color, 
representing the dots or pixils 
turned on, and one background 
color, representing the pixils turned 
off. This is a severe limitation for 
applications games and other pro
grams that require excellent gra
phics. This is not to say_ that good 
graphics haven't been created with 
this method. BASIC and Extended 
BASIC programmers have almost 
pushed the graphics available to 
them to the limit, with some appeal
ing results. However, many secretly 
dream of creating graphics where 
each pixil may be on or off and may 
be made one color or another. 

In the past several years a variety 
of assembly language programs 
have been written which permit the 
user to draw pictures on the screen 
with pixil precision. These pro
grams have done much to dispel the 
belief that the TI99/4A can't produce 
excellent  bitmapped graphics 
where virtually every pixil catl be a 
different color and plotted inde
pendently of every other pixil. The 
graphics· created with these pro-

Report Card 

Performance: ........................ A-
Ease of Use: .......................... A 
Documentation: ..................... A 
Value: .................................. A 
Final Grade: ......................... A 

Cost: $59.95 

Manufacturer: Personal Peripher
als, 1505 S. Green St., Longview, TX 

75602 

Requirements: console, monitor or 

television, cassette recorder 

grams are often phenomenal. 
Unfortunately, most if not all of 

these programs are somewhat diffi
cult for non-programmers to use. 
Usually, the more powerful the pro
gram is, the more difficult it is to 
use. Some require the user to memo
rize numerous function and control 
keys. Others require fancy manuev
ers with the joystick. Even the 
simplest require the user to use a 
joystick to draw points on the 

screen, which may be an inconve
nient method for the many TI Joys
tick owners. Also, without excep
tion, these programs require disk 
systems and memory expansion 
devices. 

The TI99/4A needed some device, 
perhaps a graphics tablet or light 
pen, that would allow its many 
owners to easily create excellent 
graphics. The concensus was that 
such a device should be inexpensive, 
powerful but easy to use, and not 
need a galaxy of peripherals to 
work. Until recently this was simply 
a pie-in-the-sky dream. That is until 
a few months ago when Personal 
Peripherals introduced a graphics 
drawing device called Super Sketch. 

Performance: Super Sketch is the 
first and only graphics tablet for the 
99/4A. It requires no more equip
ment than a console and tape 
recorder. All the software for the 
tablet is inducted in a cartridge, 
which looks remarkably like a 
standard TI cartridge. 

Super Sketch operates somewhat 
differently from most graphic 
tables. Actually, Super Sketch is 

( Please turn to Page 28) 
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SUPER SI<.ETCH PAINTS, DRAWS-

( Contirfued from Pa�;e 27) 
more of a drawing board than a 
tablet. Instead of requiring users to 
draw on a flat surface with a stylus, 
Super Sketch has a plastic arm with 
a point at the end that can be moved 
to practically any place on the 
clipboard-sized surface. Where the 
point is over the board, a dot of one 
size or another can be drawn. Unlike 
other graphic tablets, the fact that 
the arm is touching the drawing sur
face makes no difference. Other 
tablets "sense" the contact between 
the two surfaces and place a dot on 
the screen at the associated point. 
With Super Sketch, the dot is drawn 
wher the graphics tablet "believes" 
the tip of the arm is, so it makes no 
difference if the arm is touching the 
surface or not. 

The arm is fitted through a large 
plastic housing at the top of the 
drawing board. The housing has five 
buttons on it. The center button func
tions as a paper release. If it is 
depressed, the small clips at the 
base of the housing open up and 
allow paper to be removed or att
ached. Of the remaining buttons, 
two are labeled "Lift" and are 
located on opposite ends of the hous
ing for lefties and righties, and the 
remaining two buttons are labeled 
"Menu" and "Select." Out of the 
back of the housing is a small black 
cable that is connected, via a three
foot cord, to a standard-size car
tridge which contains the software 
for the pack�::ge and the appropriate 
connections for the pad. 

The software that comes with the 
pad is more than adequate for all but 
the most sophisticated graphics 
creation tasks. The program pro
vides the user with nine different 
"brushes" that can paint anywhere 
on the screen in any of the 15 availa
ble colors. The user may use the 
"Fill" command to fill in any area 
on the screen with any of the colors, 
or with a checkerboard pattern of 
any of the colors on a background of 
any other color. 

The user may use the "Erase" 
option to erase pixils on the screen, 
or the "Clear" option to erase the 

entire screen. The "Swap" option 
allows the user to change the color of 
all the objects of one color to another 
color, while the "Show" option 
erases the cursor and the menu from 
the screen so that 'the entire image 
can be displayed by itself. 

Finally, the "Expert" option pro
vides a sub-menu of options that 
allow the user to draw boxes ravs 
lines and save or load screen's to··o; 
from cassette tape. The software 
performs flawlessly and very 
quickly. 

The pad is constructed of plastic 
and seems reasonably sturdy. The 
pad requires quite a bit of space on a 
table, since the. arm can extend 
almost completely through the 
back. It should be placed on a table 
since even a slight movement of the 
arm may interfere with the drawing 
of your masterpiece. Fortunately, 
the pad has six rubber pads on the 
bottom so it won't slide around the 
table. 

The clip seems to be the least 
effective· part of the apparatus, 
since it does not hold the paper very 
well. 

I have only two complaints with 
the software that I would like to see 
changed in future versions. First, 
the fact that disk drives cannot be 

used to save and load screens is a 
serious limitation. Second, the pro
gram will not, under any conditions, 
draw a perfect circle. The latter is a 
minor flaw in an otherwise perfect 
program. Overall, everything per
forms well. 

Ease of Use: This package is, by 
far, the easiest to use graphics 
designing tool for the 99/4A. Ease of 
use is inherent in the design of Super 
Sketch. The arm is so easy to use 
even a pre-schooler can master it. 
As a matter of fact, this can be a 
great educational tool. The design of 
the device is in no way misleading, 
everything does what it looks like it 
should do. The software is easy to 
use, too. The program is operated by 
using only three keys on the pad 
itself. The user need only touch the 
computer keyboard to quit the 
program. 

Documentation: The documenta
tion provided with Super Sketch is 
for both the TI and Colecovision ver
sions of the pad. Therefore, some of 
the screen photographs are incor
rect in terms of the TI. Despite this, 
both versions are so similar in oper
ation that it really makes little dif
ference. The manual is 24 pages long 
and contains sections dealing with 
setting up, using the program, draw
ing hints, tape storage hints, screen 
photographing notes and trouble
shooting hints for any difficulties 
which may arise. 

The simplicity of the device is 
reflected in the manual. Each sec
tion is relatively light reading, but is 
crammed with enough facts to make
the beginner into an expert in no 
time. Sections that are applicable to 
only the TI99/4A, such as s�ving and 
loading from tape, are covered in 
detail. Also, interspersed liberally 
throughout the text are short pas
sages dealing with the history of 
graphics and computers, and tidbits 
on the graphics specific to the Tl. 
This gives the manual a homey 
style; easy and even interesting to 
read. The manual is excellent. 

Value: This peripheral will appeal 
( Please turn to Page 33)
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Foundation Computing 128K Memory Expansion Card 

Equipment to emu ate 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

Foundation Computing's 128K 
memory expansion card is a product 
that has remained unique in the TI 
marketplace. The card has been out 
for more than a year, and still there 
are no imitators. 

Since introducing the card, 
Foundation has made a significant 
improvement to it by marketing Disk 
File Emulator firmware that allows 
users to access the extra memory in 
a straight-forward manner. Prior to 
the availability of the Disk File 
Emulator several months ago, the 
card was of greatest use to those who 
used it in programming and could 
write programs to access the cards 
128K of Random Access Memory. 
The Disk File Emulator chip option 
changed all that, making three 32K 
memory banks easily accessible to 
even casual users. 

Purchasers may order the 128K 
card without the emulator firmware, 
but I do not know why anyone would 
want to. For an extra $35 or so the 
company will ship the card with 
firmware implanted, and I 
recommend the firmware option to 
any would-be purchasers. It is the 
brains of the outfit, so to speak. 
Performance: With the exception of 
the activity light in the front the card 
(which is green), once it is installed 
in the PEB a user is not likely to 
notice any difference between the 
Foundation card and the standard TI 
issue. Th.e card itself is as sturdy as 
a TI carp_ and fits the PEB like a 
glove. ,·,. 

The car,<i: actually consists of four 
memory -. banks. The lower one 
functions in the same manner as the 
-standard 32K of RAM found in the
TI card, and the other three banks
have 32, 32 and 24 kilobytes of
RAM, respectively. 8K of the last
bank is used for the disk emulator
software.

The upper three memory banks
provide the user with potential not
available.in any 32K card. Although
it is po�sipl� to address these banks

.f, -."'i' 

Report Card 

Performance: ......................... A 

Ease of Use: ........................... A 

Documentation: ...................... B+ 

Value: .................................... B 
Final Grade: ........................... A-

Cost: $269.40 (C.O.D. including Disk 

File Emulator firmware) 

Manufacturer: Foundation Comput

ing, 74 Claire Way, Tiburon, CA 

94920, ( 415) 388-3840 

Requirements: console, monitor or 

television, peripheral expansion 

box, disk system, operates with a 

variety of software cartridges 

through user-written Assembly 
language routines, most users will 
probably prefer to have the bank 
switching and accessing done via the 
Disk File Emulator. 

The emulator is the heart of the 
card, as far as I am concerned. 
Without it, one would not be able to 
access the three upper memory banks 

through such cartridges as TI-Writer 
and Microsoft Multiplan. 

Basically, the emulator allows the 
user to access the upper three 
memory banks in much the same way 
as one would access a disk drive. 
Only the names arc changed. Instead 
of entering OSK l to represent disk 
drive I, the user enters DSKX to 
access a memory bank. (Prior to 
using the expansion memory, it is 
necessary to enter DELETE 
'' MEMINIT'' in BASIC. This 
initializes the expansion memory as 
a psuedo device. There is another 
command, DELETE "MMM'' 
(Memory Management Module) that 
functions as a catalog/manager for 
the three upper memory banks. When 
this command is entered, a display 
reports the name of the file or 
program in each bank, the type of file 
and its size in bytes. (Each bank also 
has a name: MEM96A, MEM96B 
and MEM96C.) 

Through MMM, the user may 
delete or rename files or programs or 
clear all three banks simultaneously. 
The command options are displayed 
at the bottom of the screen when 
DELETE "MMM" is used. MMM 

( Please turn to Page 32) 
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PTERM-99 

A bargain for modem users 
By JOHN KOLOEN 

My experience with TI third-party 
products is that pricing does not 
always bear a relation to value. 
Generally, this means that a lot of 
items are, in my opinion, overpriced. 
It is thus a rare treat to find a piece 
of software that is, in my view, 
underpriced. But that is exactly what 
I think about PTERM-99, an easy
to-use terminal emulator that 
provides users with 1200 baud 
capability. Priced at $14 direct from 
the programmer, C. Richard 
Bryant-dealer prices are up to the 
dealer-this terminal emulator not 
only operates out of any one of three 
TI cartridges but also allows the user 
to determine background and 
foreground colors. 

Performance: PTERM-99 is a fully 
programmable terminal emulator that 
allows users to send and receive data 
at 300 or 1200 baud. It has a buffer 
that stores up to 28K of data that may 
be dumped to disk or printer at any 
time. When the buffer is within lK 
of being filled, the screen turns red 
as a reminder to select the dump 
option. This is done by simply 
pressing CTRL 6 and entering a 
device and file name. The user then 
waits while the data is being dumped. 
Once the data has been dumped, the 
cursor returns to the screen and the 
user may continue his telecom
municating. (The cursor has been 
redefined as an underline.) 

The program loads automatically 
out of Extended BASIC on powerup. 
The user is then prompted to enter 
a printer configuration (PIO or 
RS232), baud rate (300 or 1200), 
parity ( odd, even or none), RS232 
port (I or 2), stop bits (I or 2) and 
data bits (7 or 8). 

Once the user has selected these 
options, the flat cursor appears at the 
upper left of the screen and one is 
ready to proceed with 
telecommuncations. 

Control codes are issued using the: 
control and function keys. 
Commands include: 

Report Card 

Performance: ........................ A-

Ease of Use: .......................... A 

Documentation: ..................... A 

Value: .................................. A 

Final Grade: ......................... A 

Cost: $14 (diskette) 

Manufacturer: C. Richard Bryant, 

417 E. Alpine St., Altamonte 

Springs, FL 32701 

Requirements: console, monitor or 

television,  disk system, 32K 

memory expansion, RS232 inter

face, modem, Extended BASIC, 

Mini-Memory or Editor/ Assembler, 

printer optional 

CTRL 0: Quit to title screen 
CTRL 1: Toggle printer on and off 
CTRL 2: Load upload buffer 
CTRL 3: Transmit one line at a 
time 
CTRL 4: Transmit upload file 
using X-off, X-on, CAN protocols 
CTRL 5: Resets the download 

buffer at the point which the user 
wants to start saving text or data 

CTRL 6: Begins dump to disk 
drive (user enters drive number 
and filename and closes file when 
completed 
CTRL 7: Restarts program to reset 
transmission parameters 
FCTN E: Toggles the local echo 
feature on and off. (Useful for 
bringing Help file to screen) 
FCTN 7: Selects background and 
foreground colors 

I prefer the PTERM-99 to 
Terminal Emulator 1200 in terms of 
the way it operates. Unlike TE-1200, 
which tends to hold back a number 
of screens of data before bringing 
them to the screen in a very rapid 
fashion, PTERM-99 receives and 
displays data line for line as it is sent. 
This is more natural from a user 
standpoint, requiring no adaptation 
on the part of the user. 

Of course, it does not allow as 
many baud rate configurations as 
TE-1200, which offers transmission 
rates of up to 9600 baud. Nor does 
it offer auto-logging of data to a disk 

(Please turn to Page 34) 
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TI-Runner 

Lucky we have this game 

By CHRIS BOBBITT 
Tl99/4A users have been rather 

lucky in the past year that the big 
software companies-Atari, Milton 
Bradley and others-went ahead 

with their promises to translate 
their many fine products. Afterall, 
the 4A is a "dead" computer, 
resigned to the ash heap of history if 
you will. 

That really isn't a fair description 

though. The tens of thousands 
(hundreds of thousands?) of 

remaining active TI owners repres

ent a large, software hungry bunch 

of individuals, determined to follow 

their interests no matter what. 
As I was saying, many of the bet

ter arcade games have been trans

lated for the 99/4A. However, some 
of the best software is produced by 
small software companies, among 
them Sir-Tech, Sierra On-Line, Bro
derbund and Electronic Arts, to 

name a few. These companies gen
erally do not have the resources or 
the incentive to translate their pro
ducts for Tl99/4A owners. So, again, 

just as we used to have to rely on our 

own small, third-party manufactur

ers for versions of games such as 
Frogger or Centipede, we must 
depend on the ranks of TI third

party companies to translate or 

adapt versions of other popular 
games for us on the TI. 

One popular game produced by 

one of those small software compan

ies is Loderunner. This program, 
originally a take-off on Donkey 

Kong, inspired an enthusiastic fol
lowing among Apple II owners, and 

later Atari and Commodore owners. 

It's not hard to see why. Loderunner, 

as a game, requires the player to 

user far more strategy than Donkey 
Kong. Loderunner is much more dif

ficult and considerably more varied. 

The original Loderunner had virtu
ally an infinite number of screens, 

since it allowed the player to create 

his own. Loderunner has a whole dif
ferent flay9r than Donkey Kong-,-

there is no barrel jumping, the game 

Report Card 

Performance: ........................ A-
Ease of Use: .......................... A 

Documentation: ..................... A 
Value: .................................. A 

Final Grade: ......................... A 

Cost: $24.95 

Manufacturer: EB Software, 12912 
Villa Rosa Dr., Santa Ana, CA 92705 
Requirements: console, monitor or 
television, memory expansion, disk 
system and Editor/Assembler or 
Mini-Memory 

is much more serious, and some

what more violent. This ''Game of 

the Year" for 1981 has been trans
lated for the TI99/4A by EB Soft

ware. It is called, as if to point out its 
roots, TI-Runner. 

Performance: TI-Runner is not 
exactly a copy of its model, Lode

runner. There are some startling 

similarities and some differences. 

First, though, what is TI-Runner? 
As mentioned above, TI-Runner is 

much like Loderunner, or at least it 
seems· intended to be. In both games 
you start at a place at the bottom of 

the screen. The character that you 
move around and his assailants (the 

character is masculine in appear
ance) look surprisingly realistic. 

The characters themselves, both the 

vict im (you)  and your four 

attackers are shaped the same, dif
ferentiated only by color. Each 
character is a single color stick fig
ure. The characters are very well 

animated and the jumping and run

ning are extremely well done. Much 
like the original. 

In both games you must move 

your character around on brick plat
forms connected by ladders. The 
object here is to pick up a variety of 
treasures and a number of all

important keys. Once all the keys 
have been obtained a ladder, appar

ently going through the roof, 
appears. Once you have climbed 
that ladder to the top, you go on to 
the next level. The object of the 

(Please turn to Page 33 
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SUPER SKETCH-

( Continued from Page 28) 

to a wide range of computer owners. 

The CAI (computer aided instruc

tion) enthusiast will find this to be a 

very useful educational toy for 

young children; more fun than 

blocks and crayons but equally good 

in• teaching spatial relations. The 

businessman will find that this 

package is excellent for creating 

presentation graphics with a min

imum of difficulty. The person 

interested in entertainment will find 

this a welcome relief from the 

droves of Donkey Kong and Pacman 

clones. And the frustrated artist will 

find this to be an exceptional crea

tive tool that can be used to translate 

ideas to the screen. 

The package is easy to use and 

works well. It also requires a min

imum amount of hardware. At first, 

it may seem to be little more than a 

novelty item, but like the computer 

itself, once you buy it you can think 

of a thousand uses for it. The next 

time you are thinking about pur

chasing a joystick or similar peri

pheral, consider whether yot· · re 

going to get as much use out as 

from a device that will let you 

explore the limits of your creativity. 

Super Sketch is a tremendous value. 

128K CARD-

(Continued from Page 29) 
is accessed through BASIC. 

The three memory banks are very 
useful with programs such as 
TI-Writer. One can write files to a 
memory bank and read them in 
one-tenth the time or less that it takes 
to do the same operation with a disk 
drive. With Extended BASIC 
programs can be chained through us� 
of a RUN DSKX.(filename) 
command. With Terminal Emulator 
II, entire screens can be sent to a 
memory bank through use of the 
output option. When finished 
receiving data one simply closes the 
file through the TEII close command. 

The 128K card will also facilitate 
the use of Multiplan files with 
TI-Writer. 

Programmers may incorporate the 
memory banks in programs via the 
same input/output routines used with 
BASIC and Extended BASIC. 

Without the Disk File Emulator 
the memory beyond the initial 32K 
is considered to be a single large file 
for storage of relative records only. 
The firmware allows the memory to 
be accessed as three pseudo-devices 
that may be opened as relative or 
sequential files. 

Concerning file sizes, I found that 

the memory banks quite adequately 

handle very lengthy files generated 

by TI-Writer and other programs. 
However, I was unable to retrieve 

programs longer than about 12K from 

the memory banks.This apparently 

has to do with how the TI system 

interprets lengthy programs. Pro

grams longer than about 12K are not 

registered as "programs" by are 

stored as 256 byte internal/variable 

files. It seems that the Foundation 

memory banks do not treat long 

programs as "programs" per se. 

Although few of my BASIC programs 

are longer than 12K, I have some 

financial-oriented programs that in

corporate many functions and take 

up about 60 or so sectors on a disk. 

Although I was able to load these 

into a memory bank I could not get 

them to run after trying to retrieve 

them from the memory bank. 

As a point of clarification, the use 
of psuedo-devices is Foundation's 
way of circumventing the limitations 
built into the TI99/4A. DSKX is a 
psuedo-device that "fools" the 
computer into treating the memory 
banks as I/0 devices. MEM96A B 
and C are psuedo-devies that ;re 
accessed in conjunction with DSKX. 
MMM, another psuedo-device, can 
be thought of as a very specialized 
version of a disk manager cartridge. 
MEMINIT is a reset switch that 
deletes all files from DSKX and 
initializes internal variables. 

The DELETE command is used to 
access MMM and MEMINIT from 
BASIC. It does not actually delete 
anything. Foundation used the 
DELETE command because it is the 
only I/0 command that does not 
include error checking. It is used 
simply to transfer control to MMM. 

It is not possible to load the MMM 
through a program such as TI-Writer 
to review the contents of the three 
banks of expansion memory. 

Ease of Use: The 128K card with 
accompanying firmware is easy to 
use as a RAM disk. Writing and 
reading files requires virtually no 
adjustment for even casual users. 
About the only caution that I would 
recommend to users is to not turn the 
console off until the data stored in the 
card's memory has been written to 
disk. Turning the console off causes 
the files to degrade. 

Documentation: The 128K card 
comes with a 12-page manual about 
the Disk File Emulator and a six-page 
manual about the 128K card itself. 
Both manuals go into some detail that 
will give users a good idea of the 
potential of the card for a variety of 
applications. However, most users 
will probably do a lot of experiment
ing to learn exactly what they can and 
can't do with the card. 

Value: The 128K card sells for about 
$230, plus about $35 for the Disk 
File Emulator firmware. The card is 
about double the price of third-party 
32K cards, and about the same price 
as Tl's 32K memory expansion card 
when it was still being marketed. 

The only program that I know of 
that actually maximizes the.use of the 
128K card is the TIBBS_. program 
developed by Ralph, Fowler. 
However, I know of one programmer 
who has developed a program using 
Forth that uses the 128K card to copy 
diskettes in a single pass.: This may 
become available in the near future. 
Other uses for the card .d:�pend more 
on the ingenuity of the1:user than 
third-party marketers. I used it With 
several terminal emulator programs 
and found the card a real time saver 
in terms of dumping data, There are. 
several applications for the card jn
data transmission. Those who use 

· modems extensively will find the
ability to store up to three files in
memory a time-saver while sending
data. It is also quite convenient for
receiving data, which _,G�n later be
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128K CARD-

( Continued from Page 32) 

written to disk. 
Getting down to the bottom line, 

this remains the only 128K card 
available for the TI. Using the 
memory banks as a psuedo disk 
drive, programmers can speed up 
software development. It provides 
users with a speedy way of 
temporarily storing data and 
programs. 

PTERM-99-

( Continued from Page 30) 
drive or printer. 

I tried PTERM-99 on The Source, 
CompuServe and· in direct 
communication with a non-TI 
computer. I found no eccentricities 
in either sending or receiving data. 
I note at this point that when I send 
a large amount of data with no 
intention of receiving, I do it through 
word-processing software after 
establishing a telecommunications 

connection via a terminal emulator, 
in  this case, PTERM-99 . 
Incidentally, PTERM-99 writes files 
in an 80 display/variable format, the 
same as TI-Writer. 

Ease of use: This program will offer 
no challenge to anyone familiar with 
a terminal emulator. As I mentioned 
in reviewing TE-1200, there is no 
substitute for telecommunications 
beginners for the manual that comes 
with Tl's Terminal Emulator II. 

Docwnentation: The documentation 
that comes with PTERM-99 is loaded 
with the program from disk. It can 
be downloaded to a printer or to the 
screen. It is brief and assumes that 
the user knows what he is doing. 
There is absolutely no help available 
in terms of defining what "baud 
rate" means, etc. The instruction file 
consists of a little more than one 
printed page of 40-column, single
spaced text. 

This program runs so smoothly 
chat it is possible to reset the 

download buffer without really 
knowing it. There is no feedback to 
let you know that the key was 
registered. The only visual cue you'll 
get is when the buffer is nearly full 
and the screen turns red. But that can 
take a long time, and it is likely that 
most downloading will be done with 
shorter files. I would like to have 
seen some method of indicating that 
the buffer reset has been initiated, 
just to reassure me as a user. 

Value: As I said in the beginning, I 
believe PTERM-99 to be under
priced, compared to prices for similar 
products on the market. Even though 
I do not give out grades higher than 
an "A," PTERM-99 deserves an 
"A+" for value. 

TI-RUNNER-

(Continued from Page 31) 

game is to obtain as many points and 
advance as many points and 
advance to as many levels as you 
can while avoiding your pursuers 
and other hazards. Each level 

represents a greater challenge than 
the previous level. 

In this game the "fire" button 
serves a different purpose than in 
Donkey Kong. In Donkey Kong and 
its many clones your character 
jumps whenever the fire button is 
depressed. In TI-Runner, a hole is 
created in the platform the charac
ter is on, in the opposite direction the 
character is facing, i.e. behind it. 
Both the pursuers and the player's 
character can fall through these 
holes. The play may use these as a 
way to go through a platform, drop
ping to the next platform. Pursuers 
that happen to fall into one of the 
holes will remain there until the 
platform is rebuilt by the program a 
few seconds later. A neat way to 
delay your adversaries. 

In Donkey Kong, falling off or 
through a platform generally spells 
doom to the player's character. In 
TI-Runner, jumping off a ledge is a 
very effective means of escape, fas
ter than going down ladders. The 

player m_ay also make multiple 
holes in the brick floor to go through 
it, while the pursuers will fall into 
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· the floor where the hole was made
and n.·main there until the hole is
covered over. If two pursuers fall
into the same hole, one will remain
to fill the hole, while the o·ther will
drop onto the next highest platform.
If the player's character acciden
tally falls into one of his own holes,
from he can't escape, or if he is
touched by a pursuer, then the char
acter seemingly melts into the
ground, forfeiting one "life." For
each level you conquer, you obtain
1000 points and an additional life for
your character. Any treasures
obtained are worth 200 points each.

Almost everything about TI
Runner, from the action down to the
graphics, is very much like Lode
runner. In both'games the screen is
gradually destroyed and rebuilt as

you go from one level to the next.
The action is fierce in both and both
respond perfectly to a joystick. Both
the Apple Ile version of Loderunner
and TI-Runner optionally allow use
of the keys for input. In the Apple Ile
Loderunner, the keys used are
spaced rather far apart, while TI
Runner uses the arrow keys, ironic
since Apple joysticks are three
times the price of TI joysticks. The
Apple Ile Loderunner has more pur
suers than TI-Runner, and allows
the user to create his own screens.
which cannot be done with TI
Runner. TI-Runner has 50 levels,
and I've never reached tpe top
screen. For me, the number seems
infinite; but maybe that just says
something about my ability.

TI-Runner seems to perform
without a hitch. After of play
testing, I didn't find a single error or
anything that would qualify as a
bug. The motion was so fluid that I
had a difficult time telling TI
Runner from Loderunner. Great
games are possible on the TI if the
programmer tries.

Ease of Use: The program is rela
tively easy to use, however, loading
any assembly language program
requires some expertise. The pro
gram requires a disk system and
memory expansion and either the
Mini-Memory or Editor/ Assembler
cartridge. The Load and Run options
are used to load the program with

( Please turn to Page 34) 
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LIKE HOT CAKES-

( Continued from Page 22 

Persons waiting in line had the 
opportunity to talk to TI and Cor
Comp representatives and mem
bers of local users groups. 

By the end of the day-long sale 
(which was extended two hours to 
accommodate the crowds) more than 
1,000 TI99/4A computers had been 
sold. Price says the total would have 
been greater had not a limit of two 
per customer been set. 

In addition, the regular Tex-Comp 
warehouse store which remained open 

New 128Kcard? 
Myarc Inc. may introduce a flexi

ble expansion memory card for the 
TI Peripheral Expansion Box. The 
card will be available with as little 
as 32K of RAM. Users may purchase 
additional memory chips from the 
company at any time to upgrade it to 
128K. The card is also expected to 
include a 48K spooler. Price is not 
known at this time. 

TI-RUNNER-

( Continued from Page 33) 

either cartridge. The program runs 
itself when loaded. The diskette 
must be left in the drive when the 
game is being played to allow 
screens to be loaded. 

Game play is rather simple, but 
there are a number of special keys, 
including, mercifully, a "pause" 
key. Other special keys allow the 
user to skip levels, start over, quit or 
kill the character if he is trapped in a 
situation he can't get out of. 

Documentation: The documenta
tion is very complete. The program 
is covered in detail; everything 
from loading instructions to descrip
tions on how the player's character, 
designated Clyde, can be moved. 
The special keys are covered well, 
while the sections dealing with hole
making, or "bombing," and scoring 
are superior. 

Value: I must admit I am a bit 
biased. I have been a big fan of 
Lode runner since I first saw it on my 

to accommodate the new 99/4A owners 
had a recor·d day, with many com
plete systems and printers being 
sold. 

Price says 87 percent of the pur
chasers were first-time buyers 
while the remainder were buying 
additional units as backups or gifts. 
He says that since the sale, the Tex
Comp warehouse has done a/brisk 
business in startup accessories such 
as joysticks, cassette recorders and 
popular cartridges. Tex--Comp has 
had to hire additional help to handle 
its holiday mail-order business. On 
several days, Price says, United Par
cel Service had to dispatch a special 
truck just to pick up Tex-Comp's hol
iday shipments. 

Price says the sale ''proves that 
there is still a strong market for a 
quality home computer that is pri
ced and marketed right. ... If TI 
could have hung in and marketed the 
99/4A with a meaningful starting 
system instead of rebates ... the TI 
would still be the number one selling 
home computer." 

cousin's Apple Ile. I have spent 
many an hour being destroyed over 
and over; something very easily 
done since my cousin doesn't have a 
joystick. TI-Runner is a very good 
adaptation for the TI, and is of 

higher quality than some transla
tions of popular games. This game 
proceeds very quickly, and can 
really wear out a joystick for those 
who like to play strategy/ arcade 
games. 

The graphics are very well done. 
The animation· is almost the best I 
have ever seen on the TI. Joystick 
response is instantaneous, and the 
controls are easily mastered. If you 
are looking for a great game, after 
being spoiled by all of those excel
lent Atarisoft and Milton Bradley 
cartridges, this is the one. 

It's a valuable game indeed to the 
computer owner seeking some 
mindless, but very entertaining, 
recreation. 

TI, IUG offer 
99/4A users 
deal on Pro 

The International 99/4 Users 
Group and Texas Instruments are 
offering members of the IUG the 
option of purchasing the TI
Professional computer at what 
promotional brochures describe as 
bargain prices. 

According to the brochure, owners 
of Tl99/ 4A home computers may 
obtain the TI-Pro at these special 
prices if they agree to submit one 
program written for the TI-Pro 
within a year of the purchase to the 
IUG 's software exchange library. 

TI99/4A owners are being offered 
a choice of the TI-Pro desktop or 
portable computers. 

A sample price will allow Tl99/4A 
owners (referred to as "software 
developers" in the brochure) to buy 
the TI-Pro with 256K of RAM, a 
monochrome monitor and dual flop
pies for $1,992. A TI 855 printer and 
cable will be included at no addi
tional charge. 

Although the brochure refers to 
this as '' a one-time off er,'' dealers of 
TI computers have been offering 
similar systems for about $2,000 for 
months without the requirement of 
writing software for the IUG. 

A variety of configurations is 
offered, ranging from 128K of RAM 
and one floppy with monochrome 
monitor and printer at $1,622 to a 
portable unit with 256K of RAM, 
color monitor, dual floppies and 
printer at $2,252. 

The IUG indicates that it will pro
vide a software exchange similar to 
what it has offered for the TI99/4A. 
It will provide those who take advan
tage of this offer with a disk-based 
program that will allow them to 
transfer programs written for the 
9 9 / 4 A  t o  t h e  P r o f e s s i o n a l  
computers. 

For more information about the 
promotion, contact Texas Instru
ments  Customer Service a t  
1-800-531-1001.



Free Software 

Ramsoft Enterprises, 1501 E. 
Chapman Ave., Suite 338, Fullerton, 
CA 92631, is offering its Computer 
Craps game free to TI users. The 
game features a California Layout 
(craptable), sprite dice, chips, sound 
and optional speech. Instructions are 
included on the disk and can be 
printed out using TI-Writer. Betting 
options include Pass Line, Come 
Line, Field, Don't Pass, Big 6, Big 
8 and Place bets. The program 
requires a memory expansion, a disk 
drive and Extended BASIC. It sold 
originally for $14.95. 

According to Ramsoft, '' Although 
the program is copyrighted (to 
prevent it from legally being resold 
for profit), the user will be granted 
permission to freely distribute the 
program as long as it is not 
distributed for profit, and as long as 
the dedication screen is not removed. 
User groups are encouraged to 
distribute it to their members ( on a 
non-profit basis).'' 

Included is the program, 
instructions, and the source code for 
the assembly language subroutine. 

Those who would like to receive 
a copy must send an initialized disk 
and $2 to cover shipping and 
handling to Ramsoft Enterprises. 

MicroPal XBASIC 
Microsphere Inc., a manufacturer 

and distributor of home computer 
products, has announced the availa
bility of the MicroPal Extended 
BASIC cartridge. The company said 
shipments· were to being in late 
December. 

Microsphere is producing the car
tridge under license from Texas 
Instruments and plans nationwide 
distribution to wholesalers and 
retailers. The suggested retail price 
is $89.95. 

The company guarantees that 
MicroPal Extended BASIC is 100 
percent compatible with all com
mercial and user-.written programs 
requiring TI Extended BASIC. 

For more· information, contact 
Microsphere at 14009 E. Jefferson 

Blvd., Mishawaka, IN 46545, 1-800-
348-2778 or  (1-219-259-7040 in
Indiana).

Resident directory 

Myarc Inc., which several months 
ago introduced a disk controller 
card capable of handling double
density, double-sided diskettes, is 
releasing a chip that will allow 
owners of the card to have a resident 
disk directory available for use at 
any time. The directory can be 
operated without losing the contents 
of the computer's memory. 

According to spokesman Lou Phil
lips, the directory can be called at 
any time and fakes up about one kil
obyte of the card's memory. There 
remains another kilobyte which the 
company expects to utilize with a 
future enhancement. Under consid
eration is a routine similar to the 
"Load and Run" option of the Edito
r/ Assembler cartridge. 

Phillips notes that My arc has been 
very busy lately. "We're cranking 
out the RS232 and disk controller 
cards by the thousands," he says. 
"Everybody is calling Myarc now." 

Myarc peripheral cards are 
available through a number of deal
ers. The company can be reached at 
P.O. Box 140, Basking Ridge, NY 
07920, (201) 766-1700. 

Compiler advice 

SST Software Inc., P.O. Box 26, 
Cedarburg, Wisconsin 53012, (414) 
771-8415, has sent out a newsletter
offering programming advice to
purchasers of its BASIC and
Expanded BASIC compilers. The
newsletter also contains manual
updates and information about new
products to enhance the compilers.

E-Files 99

E-Files 99 is a new product being
marketed by VMC Software, P.O. 
Box 326, Cambria Heights, New 
York 11411. The program is des
cribed by VMC as an easy-to-use 
database with picture-driven 
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menus. The program will sort and 
search by user-defined fields and 

will store up to 200 items per file with 
three files per diskette. The pro
gram includes a mail list and label 
option. It requires Extended BASIC, 
expansion memory and a disk sys
tem. The program is priced at 
$21.95, including shipping. 

Price changes 

Morning Star Software has. 
announced a price reduction on its 
CP IM processor card for the peri
pheral expansion box. Originally 
priced at $595, the company has 
reduced the cost to $495. 

The card operates in the Osborne I 
single-density, single-sided format. 
Osborne is a 50-column computer, 
and the Morning Star card offers a 
40-column display. Both the Osborne
and Morning Star systems use scrol
ling and windowing to utilize 80-
column CP /M software.

For more information, contact 
Morning Star Software at 4325 SW 
109th Ave., Beaverton, Oregon 
97005. 

Gemini Tickler 

Gem.bar Graphics, 455 Amherst 
Circle East, Satellite Beach, FL 
32937, has introduced a program 
called Gemini Tickler for use with 
Gemini-l0X/ 15X printers. The 
menu-driven utility enables users to 
put the printer into several of its 
many modes of operation. Extended 
BASIC, expansion memory and a 
disk system are required. The price 
is $11.95 plus $1 postage and han
dling. Floridians must add the 5 per
cent state sales tax when ordering. 

Newsbytes is a column of general infor
mation for Tl99/4A users. It includes pro
duct announcements and other items of 
interest. The publisher does not necessarily 
endorse products listed in this column. 
Vendors and others are encouraged to 
submit items for consideration. Items 
submitted will be verified by the staff 
before inclusion and edited to fit the News
bytes format. Mail items to: MICROpen
dium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 
78680. 
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User N□tes 

Descenders 
The November edition of 

MICROpendium carried a User Note 
about how to provide true lower-case_ 
letters in BASIC and Extended 
BASIC programs. BASIC and 
XBASIC, of course, have small 
letters, but they are simply small
scale upper-case letters. Now R.W.

Walter of Wheaton, Illinois, has sub
mitted a series of program lines that 
use CALL CHAR statements to 
create lower-case letters with 
descenders. Of such small improve
ments is progress measured. 

Enter the following lines into your 
BASIC or XBASIC program, 
numbering them as required. 

100 CALL CLEAR 
110 FOR 1=1 TO 5000 
l20 CALL CHAR(97, 11 00003 
8043C243C 11) 

:l. 22 CALL CHAf;'. < 98, 1
1 20203 

824242438 11
) 

:l. 24 CALL CHAR < 99_, 11 00001 
824202418 11

) 

l 2B CALL CHAR < 100, 11 0404
1C2424241C 1

1) 

:l.32 CALL. CHAR(lOl, 1
1 0000

3C243C203C 11 ) 

�. 34 CALL. · CHAR< 102, 11 0814 ·
:t0103C101")
136 CALL CHAR(103, 1

1 0000
1C24241C0418 11

) 

l. :::::s CALL CHAR < 104, 11 2020
3824242424 11) 

142 CALL CHAF: < 105, "0010 
001010101") 
l. 44 CALL CHAR ( f0.6, 11 00(>8
00080808083 II ) 

1.46 CALL CHAR(l<:>7, 11 2020
2428302824 11) 

:1.48 CALL CHAR(lOB, .. 3010 
101010101 11

) 

l 52 C{�LL CHAR < 109, 11 0000
7854545454 11

) 

1.54 CALL CHAR(li0, 11 0000 
3824242424 11) 

l56 CALL CHAR(111, 1
1 0000 

1824242418") 
l58 CALL CHAR(112, 11 0000 
382424382020 11

) 

162 CALL CHAR(113,"0000 
1C24241C0404 11) • ·, 

l 64- C(.:iLL... CH(.:iP ( 114, 1
1 0000

3C:24�.20202 11
,) 

l 66 [:{.'�LL CHAR ( l 1 ��j, 11 0000
3C203C04�::.C 11 ) 

168 CALL CHAF.'.(llb, 1
1 0010

381010 101 8 II ) 

l 72 CAL,L CHAR ( 11. 7, 11 0000
2424242,41 C 11 ) 

l 74 Cf'.'1LL CHAR ( :1. 1 s, 11 o'ooo
242424181 11

) 

:1.76 CALL CHAR(:1.19, 1
1 0000 

545ll-545428") 
l 7B CALL CH(�F-< ( l. 20, 11 0000
4428102844")
l82 CALL CHAR(121, 11 0000
24241408102 11) 

:1.84 CALL CHAR<l.22, 1
1 0000 

3C0810203C 11

) 

200 PRINT "abcdefghijkl 
mnopqrstuvw>: yz 11 

210 NEXT I 
220 REM GOTO 110 

Space Saver 

Joseph Kline of New York writes: 
"Here's a tip for you User Notes 
section. 

'' Add the following line to your 
program: 

1 @=l 

''Then substitute the@ (at symbol) 
for each occurrence of '' 1'' in your 
program ( except when used for 
display) to save 2 bytes per 
occurrence.'' 

Parsec heaven 

Have you ever taken Parsec to the 
limit? Apparently Sean Sands has. 
Sands, of North Kingstown, Rhode 
Island, offers a tip he calls the Fry 
Method that he and a friend have 
used to score more than a million 
points and cause the counter to be 
reset to zero. Be warned, this method 
may cause your hands to lockup with 
the dreaded "joystick syndrome." 

Sands writes: '' Me and my friend 
have discovered what could possibly 
be a test mode for Parsec. We found 
that if the fire buttons on both 
joysticks are pressed simultaneously, 

the lasers will not overheat! But there 
is one drawback to this: funny 
(horizontal) lines appear on the 
screen. Still, this does not hinder us; 
as a matter of fact, it allows us to see 
the Bynites when they turn invisible. 

"Dubbing this method the 'Fry 
Method' . because it literally fries 
everything in its path, we practiced 
coordinating our firing with each 
wave of aliens. Next, we realized we 
had to answer a question. Does the 
game end at level 16? No. After 
experiencing the wrath of the killer 
satellites for 21 levels, we did some
thing no one else has done. We reset 
the score to zero! After gaining a total 
of 1,001,026 points, we quit." 

Disk labels 

The following program by James 
Shregardus of Randolph, Wisconsin, 
will be of use to anyone who has a 
printer and wants to keep track of 
what programs are on his disks. 

The program requires Extended 
BASIC to operate and prints out the 
disk catalog in condensed type in 
two-wide format on 3-inch by 15/ 16 
inch mailing labels. 

The program is designed to be used 
with Gemini printers but users may 
modify the CHR$ statements for use 
with other printers. The statements 
in- line 210 are used to define the 
condensed printing mode of the 
Gemini. 

The program is written to be used 
with a parallel port but users may 
modify the OPEN statement in line 
210 for use with an RS232 port. 

100 CALL CLEAR 
:1.10 DISPLAY AT ( 12\ 6): 11 D

rs�::: LABELS 11 

120 DISPLAY AT(l6,2): 11 T 
ODAY� S DATE - 11

; DATE$ 
130 ACCEPT AT(l6,16)SIZ 
E <--8) BEEP: DATE$ 
140 Z==O 
150 DIM TYPE$(5),B$(2) 
160 DIM A ( 2) � B < 2) � C ( 2) 
l.70 TYPE$-(1.)= 11 DIS/FIX 1 1 

: : TYPE$ (2) = 11 DIS/VAF: 11 

(Please turn to Page' 37) 
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(Continued from Page 36 

TYPE$(3)= 11INT/FIX 11 • •

TYPE$ (4) = 11 INT /VAF: 11 

: : 

TYPE$< 5) = 11 PROGRAM 11, 

180 IMAGE 11DSK - 1 
DISKNAME - ########## 

DATE PRINTED" 
l 90 I MAGE II A!../A I LABLE = 
### USED = ### 

########" 
200 IMAGE 1

1########## # 
### ########## ####### 
### #### ##########" 
210 OPEN #2: 11PI0 1

1 :: PR 
INT #2:CHR$(27);CHR$(48 
> ; CHF.'.$ ( l 5) ;
220 OPEN #1: 11DSKl. 11 ,INP
UT ,RELATIVE,INTERNAL
230 INPUT #1:A$,J,J,K
240 PRINT #2,USING 180:
A$ :: PRINT #2,USING 19
0: K, J-K, D{4TE$
250 PRINT #2,USING 200:
"Fi 1 ename 11

, "Si ze 1

1, "Type
11

, "Fi 1 ename 11

, 
11 Type 11

, "Si 
ze" 
260 z=:3 
270 FOR X=l TO 2 
280 INPUT #l:B$(X),A(X> 
,B(X) ,C<X> 
290 NEXT X 
300 Z=Z+l 
310 IF LEN(B$(1))=0 THE 
N 360 
320 PRINT #2,USING 200: 
B$(1),8(1),TYPE$(ABS(A( 
l ) > ) , B$ < 2 > , B < 2 > , TYPE$< A
BS < A < 1 > ) >
330 IF Z<7 THEN 350
340 PFUNT #2: 11 1

1 • •  Z=O
350 GOTO 270
360 CLOSE #1
370 IF 2=9 THEN 380 ::
F'RINT #2: 11 1 1 

: : Z=Z+1 :
: GOTO 370
380 DISPLAY AT (20, 2): 11A
nother Copy or Disk ? Y
II 

390 ACCEPT AT(20,25)SIZ 
E (-1 > BEEF': Y$ 
400 IF Y$< > 11Y 11 THEN 430 
410 DISPLAY AT(20,2)SIZ 
E ( 2 5 ) : 11 I NS E PT D I S �::: I NT 0 
DRIVE" :: CALL KEY<O,X, 
Y):: D]SPLAY AT (20, 2): 11 

1 1 
: : IF Y=O THEN 410 

420 GOTO 220 
430 PRINT #2:CHR$(27>=" 
I� 1

1 

: : CLOSE #2 : : STOF· 

SBUG in XBASIC 

Tom Knight of Jacksonville 
Florida, writes: "SBUG comes in� 
format that can be loaded by 
Extended BASIC. However, some 
may have encountered problems in 
getting this to run. Take heart, 
though, because it can be done! 
Here's how: 

Step 1: Select XBASIC 
Step 2: Type CALL !NIT 
Step 3: Type CALL 
LOAD (' 'DSKl .SBUG' ') 
Step 4: Type CALL 
LINK("SBUG") 
Step 5: If you want Bit Map Mode 
type 'Y', otherwise type 'N'. (You 
won't see anything on the screen.) 
Step 6: Enter the output device (i.e. 
PIO), press ENTER (still nothing 
on the screen). 
Step?: Press 'U' and, presto, it is 
workmg. 

128K and TE 

Michael Christianson recently 
received his disk emulator software 
from Foundation Computing for use 
with the company's 128K memory 
card. Christianson, of Pekin, Illinois, 
says he finds it particularly useful 
with Terminal Emulator II because 
it allows users "to save screens at 
memory speed from BBBs. I just 
started using my modem recently but 
find the DSKX really cuts down on 
my on-line time.'' DSKX is similar 
in use to DSKl when referring to a 
disk drive except that programs or 
files written to DSKX are actually 
written to or read from one of three 
memory banks in the 128K card. 

Christianson submitted the follow
ing program to transfer TEII data 
between devices. "I wrote it for the 
DSKX, but it can be used for other 
devices, including RS232 if you want 
to upload to another TI,'' he writes. 
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100 REM TETRANSFER/TERM 
INAL EMULATOR DATA TRAN 
SFER PROGF:AM 
110 CALL CLEAR 
l 20 INPUT II d ev i c e, f i 1 e 
name to transfer from: 
":DEV1$ 
130 PFUNT 
140 INPUT "device, file 
n,:3.me to transfer to: 11: 

DEV2$-
l 4�5 IF DEV2$= 11 SCF.'.EEN II T
HEN 360
l50 PRINT ·· 
160 PF:INT "press any ke
y to INIT X-FER of: 11 

170 PRINT DEV1$
180 PF:INT 1 1 T0 11 

190 PRINT DEV2$
200 PF,INT
210 CALL KEY<O,K,S)
220 IF S=O THEN 210
230 PRINT "please be pa
tient, transfer NOW in

progress" 
240 OPEN #1:DEV1$,INPUT 
,DISPLAY ,VARIABLE 80 
250 OPEN #2:DEV2$,0UTPU 
T,DISPLAY ,VARIABLE 80 
260 LINPUT #1:A$ 
270 PF:INT #2: A$ 
280 IF EOF(l)THEN 300 
290 GOTO 260 
300 CALL CLEAR 
310 PRINT "transfer com 
pleted" 
320 CLOSE #1 
330 CLOSE #:? 
340 INPUT "more transfe 
rs? 1

1:ANS$ 
350 IF ANS$= 1

1Y 11 THEN 11 
0 ELSE STOP 
360 OPEN #1:DEV1$,INPUT 
,DISPLAY ,VARIABLE 80 
370 LINPUT #1:A$ 
380 PRINT A$ 
390 CALL KEY(O,K,S) 
400 IF S=O THEN 390 
410 IF EOFC1)THEN 430 
4-20 GOTO �::-70
430 CLOSE #1
440 CALL CLEAR
450 GOTO 340

( Please turn to Page 38) 
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User N□tes 
(Continued from Page 37) 

This program can be used to write 
to virtually any device, including the 
screen. It requires Extended BASIC 
and a disk system to operate. 
Although it is designed to be used 
with the 128K card, it will operate 
without it. 

A slight problem 

A number of those who responded 
to MICROpendium's freeware offer 
have noticed a problem with the 
Microsoft Multiplan file enhance-

ments. Specifically, they can't get 
the overlay to load. This is because 
the overlay file was protected using 
the Disk Manager II protection util
ity. Users may simply unprotect the 
overlay to be able to load it. This 
problem affected only those files 
that were sent out on single-sided 
disks before December. 

Regulator update 

Here's some advice on peripheral 
expansion box regulators: 

Dan Davenport recommends that 
bad regulators be replaced with a 
Sylvania ECG933 regulator. He says 
that they are rated at five amps. He 
notes that RCA has a one amp regu
lator that can be used. However, he 
says, the box "can surge over that 
easily." For more information 
about regulators, refer to the 
November User Notes column. 

User Notes is a column of tips and ideas 

designed to help readers put their home 

computers to better use. 

The information provided here comes 

from many sources, including TI home 

computer user group newsletters. 

MICROpendium will pay $10 for 'any item 

sent in by readers that appears in this 

column. Mail tips to: MICROpendium, 

P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX78680. 

Time to RENEW? 
Readers who are interested in renewing 

their subscription to MICROpendium with

out missing a single issue must do so 

before their current subscription expires. 

At right is a facsimile of a typical mailing 

label that is attached to the front of sub

scriber copies. 

Classified 

FREE CATALOG 
TI99/4A owners: Many good programs 
available are listed in the TIMOSSA 
catalog. Ask for a free copy. PRO
GRAMMERS: If you have programs 
to sell, ask how you may be included in 
the catalog. TIMOSSA, 159 Dover Rd., 
Spartanburg, SC 29301. nl 

USED TI EQUIPMENT FOR SALE 
RS232 card with manual-$65. Sig
nalman Mark III Modem with cable 
and TEII software-$70. Extended 
BASIC-$50.00. All items are in excel
lent working condition. All items, add 
$3.00 shipping fee. If interested, con
tact Paul Granese, 311 Maple St., 
Danvers, MA 01923, (617) 774-3723. 
nl2 

FIVE ARCADE GAMES FOR Tl99/4A 
ON CASSETTE OR DISKETTE 
ONLY $20. XBASIC and joystick 
required. TREK2 cassette game only 
$5. Free catalog. Send check or M.O. 
to: Best Software, P.O. Box 22446, Bal-
timore, MD 21203. nl2 

Code description 

Refers to status of subscrip

tion. "A" means active. 

The combination of the next 

four numbers refers to the 

month and year the subscrip

tion was actually entered. 

The upper line includes information 

about the month the subscription was 
entered and the number of the first issue 
the subscriber received. This information is 

accurate for those who have backdated 

their subscriptions as well as those who 
have not. The number at the far right may 

be disregarded since it changes every 

month when mailing lists are sorted. 

Ail 2841S2 ----1�'�)-51-----

J OHN SMITH 

The next 2-4 characters 

represent the type of subscrip

tion and the number or Initial 

of the month of the year the 

subscription started. "S" 

means subscriber. Refer to the 

following definitions for the 

Issue your  subscription 

started: 
When renewing subscriptions, subscrib

ers are asked to include a copy of their 

mailing label or write out the codes that 
apear on the label. This speeds up the pro

cess immeasurably. 

1324 ELM ST. 
PEORIA IL 60001 

2=February 

3=March 

4=Aprll 

S=May 

6=June 

7=July 

8=August 

9=September 

0=October 

N=November 

D=December 

1=January 

Our su
_b_

scription year runs from February to January. In other words, our first edition of any year will be the February edition. The 
la�t ed1t1on of any year will be the following January's edition. Those who have "S2" subscriptions must renew this month to receive
this year's February edition. 



Classified 
Policy 

Classified advertising is a unique fea
ture of MICROpendium. The cost is 20 
cents per word. Classified advertise
ments must be paid in advance. Classi
fied advertisers may request a category 
under which they would like their adver
tisement to appear, but the final place
ment d.ecision is the respon•sibility of the 
publisher. 

Classified deadlines will be kept open 
for as long as practical. For the purpose 
of classified advertising deadlines, any 
classified ad received later than the first 

Software _For Sale 

The Best Tl99/4A Software Bargain 
140 terrific cassette programs only 50 
cents each! Hours of enjoyment An 
exceptional value. Your best software 
buy! Free catalog. THE EXCHANGE, 
HCC-5, P .0. Box 46, Sterling, VA 
22170. Phone (703) 435-2789. nl 

NUTS & BOLTS. A diskfull of 100 (! ) 
utility subprograms for the TI99/4A in 
XBASIC MERGE format, ready to 
merge into your programs. With doc
umentation, just $19.95 postpaid! 
Tigercub Software, 156 Collingwood, 
Whitehall, OH 43213. nl2 

SCREEN PRINTS OF BASIC, 
CARTRIDGE, and SUPER SKETCH 
DFX-PRINT Ver 1.2 is an Assembly 
language screen dump utility which 
executes in BASIC or XBASIC pro
grams by pressing a Function key 
duplicating · the screen on paper. 
Prints to disk file for later printing. 
Using load interrupts (instructions 
included), DFX-PRINT also prints 
screens from SUPER SKETCH and TI 
cartridges such as Tax Investment 
Record Keeping, Video Chess, and 
others. Loads from XBASIC, Edito
r/ Assembler or Mini-Memory and 
requires disk system, 32K, printer and 
interface. Users TI, Epson, Gemini, 
Panasonic, BMC, Prowriter, MPI, and 
Okidata 92 printers. Send $26.95 (Indi
ana residents ad 5% sales) to Data
Flex Software, 4420E lO0N, Marion, IN 
46952. . I2 .... 

day of any month cannot be assured of 
placement in the next edition. We will do 
our best to include every advertisement 
that is submitted in the earliest possible 
edition. 

The publisher offers no guarantee that 
any advertisement will be published in 
any particular issue. Any damages that 
result either from errors in copy or from 
failure to be included in any particular 
edition will be limited to the amount of 
the cost of the advertisement itself. The 
publisher reserves the right to reject 
any advertisement. 

The advertiser may elect to publish 

ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE SCREEN 
IMAGE DUMP Program for the 
TI99/4 or TI99/4A. -Dump a screen 
image in 45 seconds. Editor/ As
sembler or Mini-Memory module 
required for BASIC dumps, E'xtended 
BASIC module required for Extended 
BASIC program dumps. Any printer 
capable of 8-bit dot addressable gra
phics can be used. (Fully tested on the 
TI-Impact, Epson, Gemini 10 and l0X 
Prowriter and NEC printers} PRICE 
$15.00. Educational, Business and 
Game Software also available. Send 
for catalog to BRIGHT MICRO KOM
PUTERS, 2781 RESOR ROAD, FAIR-
FIELD, OHIO 45014. n2 

RMJ MAILING LIST PROGRAM 
An exceptional mailing list program 
allowing easy entry and correction of 
names and addresses. True lower case 
letters. Prints entire list on labels of 
two across or multiple labels of single 
names. 900 address capability. Docu
mentation included on disk. Requires 
Extended BASIC, 32K Expansion and 
Disk Drive. Send $12.95 to: RMJ Home 
Computer Sales, 2982 Whileaway Cir
cle W., Colorado Springs, CO 80917. 
n2 

TI99/4A SOFTWARE 
140 programs available, only $3 each! 
Not public domain, not translations, 
not pirated, not brief routines, these 
are absolutely original, innovative 
programs utilizing full color and sound 
capabilities of the TI99/4A. Games, 
education, music, displays, pro
grammers' aids, etc. Catalog $1, 
refundable. Tigercub Software, 156 
Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
n2 
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the advertisement in subsequent edi
tions at the same charge, payable prior 
to publication. The deadline for car
ryover classifieds is the same as for new 
advertising. 

In submitting an ad, please indicate 
whether you would like a refund if it is 
not published in the requested edition or 
whether you would like us to hold it for 
the next edition. Cancellations and 
refunds cannot be made after the second 
day of the month. 

Send classified advertising to: 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round 
Rock, TX 78680. 

RESOLVE TO ORGANIZE YOUR 
RESOURCES IN 1985 AND ENJOY 
EFFECTIVE BUDGETING ON THE 
TI99/4A 
BUDGETPLAN can manipulate 960 
entries (each to $999,999) for 40 user 
named categories of actual and bud
geted income and expenses over any 
12-month period. Extensive screen
presentations show how expenses can
be distributed to meet monthly com
mitments. All data is always in 
memory, allowing rapid review and 
budget changes at any time. Data 
entry is simple, directly into the
appropriate area on the selected
spreadsheet, with instantaneous
updating of all screen information. A
built-in 4-function calculator may be
used anytime, without disturbing dis
played data. Cassette save/load of all
data is less than 5 minutes.
BUDGETPRNT outputs fully detailed
reports to any printer in monthly,
quarterly and year-to-date formats.
Needs Extended BASIC only. Printer
optional. Both programs and manual,
Cassette $20, Disk (memory expan
sion required) $22, including shipping.
Bugfree money back guarantee. Peter
Bradbury, 2024 Sandalwood Dr. NE,
Cedar Rapids, IA 52402. nl2

TIPS FROM THE TIGERCUB, for 
TI99/4A, full disk of 50 programs, rou
tines, files from the well-known Tiger
cub Tips newsletters #l-14. $15 post
pa  id.  Tigercub Software, 156 
Collingwood, Whitehall, OH 43213. 
nl2 
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The ONLY monthly devoted to the 99/ 4A 

S b 
. . 

F 
PRICE INCREASE! 

U SCrJptJOfl ees The subscription price of MICROp-

endium will increase to $15 starting 

next month. Renewals will continue 

to be taken until at the current prices 
$12 for 12 issues via domestic third-class delivery 

until Jan. 31. All other subscription 
$15.50 for 12 issues via domestic first-class del_ivery classifications will also increase by 

$15.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues Canadian delivery $3. 

$18.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign delivery via surface mail 

$25.50 (U.S. funds) for 12 issues foreign delivery via air mail 

(Texas residents add 5.125% state sales tax) 

Address Changes 

Because MICROpendium requests address corrections from the postal service, subscrib

ers who move will have the delivery of their most recent issue (s) delayed unless MICROp
endium is notified six weeks b advance of address changes. The U.S. Postal Service will not 
forward MICROpendium but will supply us with the new address of the subscriber. Please 
include your old address as it appears on your mailing label when making an address 
change. 

Back Issues 
Back issues of MICROpendium are available to subscribers only. Those wishing back 
issues may notify us of the issue (s) desired and we will backdate the existing subscription to 
account for the back issues. These will be delivered via third-class mail. Those wishing to 
have their subscriptions backdated but want to receive the back issues via first-class mail 
must send 30 cents per issue for postage. Those who wish to have the back issues but'do not 

want their subscriptions backdated may do so by sending $1 per issue (plus 30 cents per 
issue if first-class delivery is desired) . 

SUBSCRIBE 

NOW! 

Keep Up With 
Tl99/4A 

News&Views 

r-----------------------------------� 

Send me the next 12 issues of MICROpendium. I am 
enclosing in a check or money order in U.S. funds. 
(Texas residents add 5.125% sales tax.) Mail to: 
MICROpendium, P.O. Box 1343, Round Rock, TX 78680. 

Name: 

Address: 

City: 

State: 

ZIP:�- ___________ _ 

12 

�--�-------�-------------------------
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